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ABSTRACT

This thesis is aimed on researching the creativity process that is concealed in the design process itself. The following chapters will include certain creativity concepts that were filtered out of a variety of processes. There are certain aspects to take into consideration as not only of a creative process but the progressive way of following certain methods of design. The first chapter includes some examples on the blocks that cease the creativity in the design process. Examples will be given to display the way of keeping the continuity of the creative mind. These are methods that designers use in daily life but are not aware of its existence. Processes will be included in the second chapter that will focus on the way of designing and methods of the design process. These methods were included in order to give the creativity process an engineering pull-down and cease it from artistic dispersal. It could be seen that examples given from a bicycle design will be included in all chapters. This is to uphold, and back-up the third chapter. In this chapter the case study of a bicycle design is included. The processes stated in the previous chapters were used in the process of the bicycle design.
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INTRODUCTION

Creativity is the utmost importance in a society. Creative people in such an environment build up a civilization. Therefore, work results in development hence power exists. Every living, breathing human being has the potential to be creative. Each human being is a unique individual capable of creating... it comes with the human territory. Man is quite a creative specie. Easily to be seen when looked at the difference between the human being and animals. It leads us to conquer and direct the world with our brain.

All people can be creative, but those who are recognized as being creative have an awareness that others don't. Creative people seem to be able to tune in more to their thought patterns and glean great ideas. People who do not use their creative potential don't know how to do this or aren't even aware it is possible. Creative people can start thinking about something, then forget it. And start thinking about something else while they are still thinking about the previous problem. This is due to the amount of thinking that goes on in the brain itself. It isn't controlled but done unconsciously. With all the “come-and-go-thinking” going on, their brains are still thinking about what could be done to solve the problem. Later on, as life is going on, the person will start thinking about whatever was in mind and his/her brain will inform the mind that it has thought of the problem and has had found a solution for this so that it can be presently solved. Non-creative people don't know that their brains are working for them off-shift they don't know what they don't know.

There are many components that influence the creativity of individuals. This is not to say that people tremendously fluctuate in their creativity day to day and hour to hour; the opposite is often believed - that some individuals are generally more creative most of the time than others. The reasons why some people are more creative, are many, they could be summarized as follows:

a) Without the abilities needed to do the creative act, it is highly possible the individual will be on duty thinking. Just because a person has the ability to do
something, however, does not necessarily mean that the person will do it. This is why researchers examine people’s motives that the individual is in.

b) Without the **motivation** to do so, it is unlikely that a person would complete an act, regardless of the person’s abilities. A social role of a person depends on the outer effects that occur in the social group that he or she is in. Certain circumstances show that a person with high thinking potential could be withdrawn from the act just by the social role that he is playing. In the design process there is a positive relationship between intelligence and creativity for the designers whose IQ are less than 130. For IQ’s higher than that value, there is no effect of intelligence in the process of creativity in design. This relationship nevertheless goes on for a “so-called” non-creative person, if he is put in a group of people effecting him and pushing him into the deep swamp of creativity then he would start struggling out by using his brain.

c) **Opportunities** in the environment can affect the creativeness of individuals and groups of individuals. So having opportunity of being a suitable person in a suitable place in a suitable time, enhances the creativity of a designer.

d) If a designer ever generates a **novel response** to a problem or challenge, educational technologists convince him in congratulating oneself as being creative. If this is done on a regular basis, every day, then the designer would put himself in the class of “creative people”. With practice, the designers ability to generate novel and useful responses to problems and challenges will greatly improve.

e-) **Culture** is another aspect that should be taken into consideration due to the background effect on the designers influences; a good example could be given for the Italian trend. Italians have a very rich history of art leading to designs quite artistic. When Italian designs are researched, it would be seen that the line of expression would be different than other cultures. For instance in the automotive industry they would be said to be creative in the artistic way in designing. The Germans would be said to be good in their accuracy in engines. The British, in their safety for the cabins of cars.
One aspect of a creative personality is the fluency with which the designer generates a number of **new ideas**. Not only does the creative person think of good ideas, but can think of many ideas, explore them, and record them. There are times when creative people feel a need to quantify creative ability. They go to a local psychologist and ask about taking a test to measure their creative ability. But here it should be noted that it is important to recognize that creative ability can be learned, improved upon, and increased over time.

Most (if not all) people are creative to various extents. Some people act on their ideas and others ignore them. Inventors and artists take action on their ideas. How many people have said “I could have done that”. The response to that is “Well, why didn't you?” or “Too late...someone else thought of it first”. Einstein declares that only 5% of his discoveries depend on creativity and the remaining 95% goes to the big share of work and patience.

That is the whole purpose of creativity training, it is to develop one's ability to generate and implement new ideas. Different people have different levels and abilities of creativity, much like anything else that is a skill. However, everyone can be creative if they want to be. Like other skills, creativity can be developed. Often people will think they aren't creative because they are basing their opinion on a skill they don't have; somebody may express that he is a lousy painter. But that doesn't mean that they can't be creative as a painter, even though they have made a very bad painting. A lack of creativity is not what is limiting the output as a painter, a film producer, a designer etc.

Creativity, is the ability to generate novel responses to problems and challenges, in a basic human ability. Some people are encouraged to express their creative ability more than others and may even get rewarded for doing so. Artists, in addition to expressing their creativity, also have traits like manual dexterity, good eye-hand coordination and other skills that enable them to more full-expressing their creative thoughts. Similarly, athletes, teachers, scientists and auto mechanics have special skills set that enable them to express their creative ideas.
In western societies people seem to assign certain universal human abilities, like creativity, to only a subset of all people (usually artists, musicians and architects) making it more difficult for all members of society to see themselves as creative people. This is a Western myth that designers must be aware of and work to overcome.

On the other hand eastern cultures have been assigned to a lot of creative thinking that has been an interpreted social behavior of need. “Need” on its own is dominant on creativity in design but not relatively assigned to be the whole motive action. An example for creativity is the pipe anyone would have in Islamic toilets at home. This is extremely a “need” based design which was a product of a social fact based on the cleaning behavior in the Islamic culture.

Some people have extraordinary talents in fields that have been recognized as “creative.” When they combine these extraordinary talents with the determination and persistence that it takes to achieve skill mastery, they are recognized as creative artists. Inventors are generally better than average at channeling their creativity towards practical ends, whereas artists are better at expressing themselves creatively.

There are, however, many ways of being creative. Each individual can be creative if he recognizes the unique talents and develop himself to be a master in those areas. That is no guarantee that the world will recognize the individual but it does provide the soul satisfaction that comes with trying to live a creative life. Thus, it can be freely assert that creativity is found in all people and that creative talents can be increased with study. This leads us to a careful study of design processes and there intellectual importance.

In general design is the combination of processes ranging from the economical to the technical values that convert raw materials, energy, and purchased items into finished products. Design has also been viewed as a series of tasks that complement each other requiring input from precedent tasks and providing needed output to succeeding ones. Nevertheless, the design process consists of a single process made up of many related tasks such as market definition, product performance, specification,
product modeling, economic feasibility analysis, product testing, and production analysis.

This thesis will be a research on creativity and design with a case study of a bicycle. The case study will be with respect to this scope of freedom, and it will stand to be in the mid-point of both engineering and artistic freedom concepts. This will include the venture of design and its whole process, it will be ended with the design processes included in the thesis. Theory on its own might mean a lot but it would not be the same as in practice. The case study will be an example to understand the connection of design and creativity. The case study will be based on careful analysis of these design processes included in early chapters. There are main components in a bicycle that will be analyzed.

The bicycle will be a good, fast and economic design with comparison to its class. In this problem creativity stages and obstacles, that may occur as the design process furthers on, will be included. There may be many other circumstances where certain blocks may occur. These will be researched and solved according to the creativity tackling processes that are included in the thesis itself. Certain models will be constructed in time to visualize the design as a three dimensional case study. There may be other modeling processes to be done by the use of computer aided programs hence forcing model construction time to the minimum.
CHAPTER 1

THE NATURE OF CREATIVE THINKING

1.1 Definition of Creativity

To give a start in the concept of creativity it would be convenient to base the phrases on definitions that would be found anywhere. Dictionaries are sources but not the only source for an interactive research.

1.1.1 Definitions of Creativity as a Word

Dictionaries give the following meanings:

Heritage Illustrated Dictionary:

Create: To cause to exist, bring into being, originate, to give rise to, bring about, produce, to be first to portray and give character to a role or part (appropriate to creating fictional characters and writing stories).

Creation: An original product of human invention or imagination.

Creative: Characterized by originality and expressiveness, imaginative.

Other words: Creativity: creativity creativeness, formativeness, innovation, inventiveness, originality, productivity, craftsmanship, authorship, creatorship.
Oxford Advanced Dictionary:

Create: Make something new or original. Give rise to; produce.

Creation: Production of the human intelligence.

Creative: Having power to create; of creation: i.e. requiring intelligence and imagination, not merely mechanical skill.

Merriam-Webster, Incorporated

Create: To produce through imaginative skill <create a painting> b : design <creates-dresses> intransitive senses : to make or bring into existence something new.

Creation: The act of creating; especially : the act of bringing the world into ordered existence

Creative: 1 : marked by the ability or power to create : given to creating <the creative impulse>

2 : having the quality of something created rather than imitated : IMAGINATIVE <the creative arts>

“Being creative is seeing the same thing as everybody else but thinking of something different”

1.1.2 Definition as a concept

There are many significant meanings to creativity, but one definition would include the ability to take existing objects and combine them in different ways for new purposes. For example, Gutenberg took the wine-press and the die/punch and produced a printing press. Thus, a simple definition of creativity is the action of combining previously un-combined elements. From art, music and invention to household chores,
this is part of the nature of being creative. Another way of looking at creativity is as playing with the way things are, interrelated. **Creativity is the ability to generate useful ideas and solutions to everyday problems and challenges.**

Creativity involves the translation of unique gifts, talents and vision into an external reality that is new and useful. It must kept in mind that creativity takes place unavoidably inside the persons own personal, social, and cultural boundaries.

The more the designer defines his creativity by identifying with specific sets of values, meanings, beliefs and symbols, the more creativity will be focused and limited; the more we define our creativity by focusing on how values, meanings, beliefs and symbols are formed, the greater the chance that our creativity will become less restricted.

In creative processes there are always two different (but interrelated) dimensions or levels of dynamics with which one can create:

**A-** The system which may be a particular medium (e.g. oil painting or sketch on a sheet of paper), or a particular process (like a problem solving agenda, or an approach to creativity like synectics). The creative person manipulates', i.e. to a creative end.

**B-** The second dimension describes the conceptual "content" which the medium describes. Again, the creative person depicts', changes, manipulates, expresses somehow the idea of that content.

There is no definition of creativity that all designers can agree in. Creativity researchers, mostly from the field of psychology, usually claim that being creative means being novel and appropriate. Subsumed under the appropriateness criterion are qualities of fit, utility, and value.
There are at least four aspects of creativity that have drawn much attention (Linda Schiffer, 1996).

- The creative process, receiving the most attention, focuses on the mechanisms and phases involved as one part that takes in a creative act.
- A second aspect of creativity is the creative person. Here, personality traits of creative people are central.
- The environmental atmosphere and influence are concerns of a third aspect, the creative situation.
- Last, the criteria or characteristics of creative products have been sought. This area is of particular importance because it is the basis of any performance assessment of real world creativity and may provide a window on the other aspects of creativity.

Briefly stated, creativity is often thought to exist on at least five levels:

1. A higher level versus a lower level.
2. Grand versus modest.
3. Big “C” versus little “c”.
4. Paradigm-shifting versus garden-variety.
5. Eminent versus everyday.

Some researchers claim other categories of creativity as well:

1. Expressive versus productive.
2. Expressive versus inventive.
3. Expressive versus innovative.
4. Invention versus discovery.
5. Theory versus invention versus discovery.
6. Accommodative versus assimilative.
7. Personal versus public.
There are three general ways of achieving a creative solution:

- serendipity
- similarity
- and meditation

Creativity on its own might have a lot of definitions. Here, all definitions are not only or the design concept but are for industrial designing. In certain circumstances, it may defer for an alternative view. As it would be mentioned; creativity is not just taking a pencil and scribbling on a paper but it is something that lets the designer think of in parallel planes. A designer for the industry would rather mean a lot for manufacturers since all the investment would go according to the designers point of view. Production, design, consumption, marketing, etc. are all short comments on the planes that would be regarding design processes. Creative thinking would also be playing with these planes. In future sections we will be analyzing the thinking hats that a designer should be aware of while creating, e.g. the designer ought to put aside the manufacturing processes until entering into deep designing, or putting aside creativity until he finds a solution for an artistic look over the design. Further on we would see the aspects that effect a designer while he/she is creating or designing.

1.2. Sources of Creativity

In the history of explanations on creativity there has been a vast change in the meaning of the word. For example in the 1950's creativity was thought to be nothing but a gift, in the 1960's it was looked upon as if it was a skill of mental flexibility that could be taught to with time. In the 1970's attention was drawn to relevant experience as a thought of being the dominant factor on creativity, and in the 1980's it was appreciated to be a kind of motivation. In the 1990's it was seen that the effect of the climate was a great deal of effect in creativity. Below are some sources of creativity that should be taken into consideration (Henry 1995, p.8).
1.2.1. Child Creativity

Innocence is the classic creativity of a child. If the usual approach, the usual solution, the usual concepts involved are not known, then designers may come up with a fresh approach. Also, if knowing the constraints and knowing what cannot be done does not inhibit it, then the individual is freer to suggest a novel approach (de Bono 1993, p43).

When the Montgolfier brothers viewed the first hot air balloon, the world heard of this exciting event. It reached the king in Paris, who immediately saw the military potential and then called for the chief scientific officer, M. Charles, and commanded him to produce, a balloon. This considerable scientist began to think of how they flew this contraption. After a while, jumped up with the French equivalent of “Eureka” He came to a result of using the “new gas” called hydrogen, which is lighter than air. He proceeded to invent the hydrogen balloon, which is a totally different type of balloon. This is actually based on another design but rather a different one. In the south of Sweden a group of high school children were brought together by Gunnar Wessman, who was then chief executive if the Perstorp Corporation. According to Edward De Bono he gave them some training in lateral thinking. Then a number of government and industrial people who had come from Stockholm to put problems to the youngsters. The problem involved the difficulty of motivating workers to take the weekend shift in a plant that needed to be kept running over the weekend. In their innocent way the children suggested that instead of motivating existing workers it would make sense to have a fresh workforce that always worked only Saturdays and Sundays. Apparently this idea was tried out and the number of applicants for these weekend jobs was far in excess of what was needed. Adults would have assumed that no one would want to do such weekend jobs, that the unions would never permit it, and so on. Although children can be very fresh and original they can also be inflexible and they can refuse to put forward further alternatives.

The creativity comes from the fresh or innocent approach rather than the seeking for a new approach. Unfortunately, it is not easy to keep ignorant and innocent as the
human grows up. Nor is it possible to be innocent in one's own field. Designers ask the practical points that can come out from the creativity of innocence. On certain occasions, mature people could actually listen to children. The children are unlikely to give full-fledged solutions, but if the listeners are prepared to pick up on principles then some new approaches might emerge. Some industries, such as retailing and the motor industry, are traditionally inbred and feel they have all the answers. There is the feeling that an individual has to grow up in the business to make any contribution. There is a point in such industries looking outwards and seeking ideas from outside. Such ideas may have the freshness that cannot be obtained from insiders no matter how experienced they may be.

Some firms in Turkey are aware of the importance of fresh ideas, thus it may be a good point to say that they do succeed in finding some. A recent example may be with the company Vestel. The firm has an industrial designing department but although this could be used it still took some managerial executives to think of new ideas that could come from other industrial designing firms. Vestel bought designs from Pinninfarina and Nesne Design and consultancy just for the sake of free and fresh ideas.

According to De Bono a very important practical point concerns research. It is normal when entering a new field to read up all that there is to read about the new field. If it is not done then it cannot make use of what is known and the individual risks wasting time reinventing, the wheel. It can be seen when a person makes an attempt to challenge these and even to go in an opposite direction where it can be no longer innocent of existing ideas. There is no chance of developing a concept that is but slightly different from the traditional connects. So if competence is wanted then there must be an act of reading everything on around the world of that certain solution. But if originality is wanted then this must be avoided. One way out of the dilemma is to start off reading just enough to get the feel of the new field. Then the designer should stop and do one's own thinking. When some ideas are developed then continue to read further to get more. Then stop and review the ideas that have been created and even develop new ones. Then go back and complete the reading. In this way a person might have a chance to be original. When a person joins a new organization there is a short window of freshness that runs from about the sixth month to the eighteenth month.
Before the sixth month the new person does not yet have enough information to get the feel of the business (unless it is a very simple business). After the eighteenth month the person is so imbued with the local culture and the way things should be done that innocent freshness is no longer possible. It should be noted that some of the most rigid businesses are soft businesses like advertising and television. In some other fields there are fixed regulations or even physical laws to guide behavior. Because these are virtually absent in the soft fields, the practitioners in such fields invent for themselves a whole lot of arbitrary rules and guidelines in order they could feel more secure. If everything is possible then the question of “how would a person know what to do?” will arise. The rigid guidelines become established by tradition and people find themselves forced to work within these totally arbitrary rules. In such fields, innocence is usually dismissed as ignorance.

Using the innocence of children in the case study was rather amusing to see how they proved themselves in creative means. The research was done on a total of 1283 students from six primary schools in Izmir\(^1\). The below diagram shows the results of the research that was included in the CD given with this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>1283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The students at that certain age gave good performance. Only some of the drawings were interesting. Below are some examples from the 5\(^{th}\) level.

\(^1\) 30 Ağustos, Vali Rahmi Bey, Saadet Emir, Çakabey, Meşkure Şamlı, Umur Bey Primary Schools.
1.2.2. Attitude:

Problem solving, is a powerful tool apart from its value as a technique to generate imaginative ideas, creative problem solving can also be a very useful approach in multidisciplinary groups. The principles of accepting all ideas and taking ideas from each participant in turn, ends up with building on others ideas, looking for what is good and useful in every suggestion, hence this forces group members to listen to each other and give all parties a hearing. Examining problems in some depth in this way means many different perspectives emerge and participants see how a bad idea can act as a springboard for the final solution (Henry 1994, p12).

The effect of this can be clearly seen when participants respect others ideas and can build on them as they further on in their discovery. Listening becomes an attitude and a discipline that motivates people to use others minds and takes them as to be a part of their own mind. Participants feel the freedom when creating and generating ideas, no matter what kind of idea it is.

This technique is built on a concept first taken by (Guildford, 1967). It was the attempt that was made to measure creativity in people; a battery of tests was constructed and carefully analyzed. Out of this work came concepts of “convergent” and “divergent thinking” that were concerned with a particular result. The thinker gathers information and then proceeds, by using problem-solving rules. Please refer to section 2.2.3. The result of convergent thinking is usually a solution that has been previously arrived at by someone else. Convergent thinking is not the type of thinking people primarily use when they think creatively.

The characteristic of divergent thinking is the variety of thoughts involved. When thinking creatively, people tend to think in a divergent manner, thus having many varied thoughts about a problem. Divergent thinking includes autistic and some convergent thinking. Autistic thinking is a kind of thinking that involves a highly private variety of thoughts that may use symbols with very personal meanings; dreams are an example of autistic thinking. On the other hand convergent thinking is a solution based thinking process that only deals with the solution of the problem.
1.2.3. Experience

When looked back at creative people, other than designer, whether they are chess players, musicians, businessmen or scientists, it may be seen that studies have emphasized the role of relevant experience. Studies show that creative experts, tackle problems differently from others. It seems that as they build up their experience, they organize their knowledge in ever more sophisticated ways which means they can access key-cues more quickly. According to Weiseburg (1986, p67), a person needs a ten-year time to have an exceptional creative worth. When analyzed, the lives of successful businessmen depend on the only way out, which is from timing and experience, and this is not actually based on creativity.

The creativity of experience is obviously the opposite of the creativity of in innocence. With experience things are known of how they work. From experience, the thinking of creative means changes to the one that will succeed, and that will sell. Examples of bicycles done in Bisan company in İzmir are included in Appendix B.

The first mode of operation of the creativity of experience is “bells and whistles.” The idea that worked so well before is tarted-up with some modifications in order to let it appear as a new idea. This is quite often the sort of product differentiation talked about in classic competitive behavior.

The second mode of operation of the creativity of experience is “son of Lassie.” If something has worked well before then it can be repeated. If the film Rocky has worked then why not have Rocky II. and then III. and even IV and V. This strategy covers copying, borrowing, and “me-too” products. A new style in advertising will immediately spawn many imitators. This type of creativity is very common in North America, where there is considerable risk aversion. If it is known that something works then it is better to repeat it again rather than try something new. This is because the personal costs of failure are so high. An executive is only as good as his or her last action. This makes for opportunism rather than true opportunity development. Turkey in “me too” production is rather a treasure. Where ever looked, the production that may go
on in firms most of the time is based on this system. Here it may be mentioned that the Turkish system of copying has been a valid fact of complex imitation. However, this is being practically avoided in some circumstance as the laws and selling departments drive manufacturers to be original. As a country develops it may be vital to see abstract development in designs. Japan in the history of transportation design started the concept of “me too” but as time passed by it is one of the biggest pioneers in transportation design.

The third mode of operation of the creativity of experience is disassembly followed by re-assembly. Things that are known to work are packaged as a product, for example, an electronic-product such as a remote-controller. When the time comes to have a new product, the original package is taken apart and the ingredients repackaged in a different way. Usually the ingredients are mixed around amongst different packages so the combinations are always changing. The creativity of experience is essentially low-risk creativity and seeks to build upon and to repeat past successes. Most product creativity is of this sort. There will be a steady and reliable output of moderately successful creativity, but nothing new. If someone were to think of something “really new” then it would be rejected because there would be insufficient evidence to guarantee of the success that is needed. Manufacturing is based on profit most of the time.

1.2.4. MOTIVATION

By contrast, Amabile (1983) argues that neither the possession of mental flexibility or relevant experiences are sufficient for creativity to flourish. Rather that creativity emerges when there is a combination of these factors along with intrinsic motivation, that is, where people are doing what they want to do. So whilst chance may favor the prepared mind, motivation seems to be an equally important factor, just as good a measure of the level of creativity. She argues that the designer needs to be intrinsically motivated to drive the persistent effort needed for a creative outcome. If really cared about something, it is doubted that the designer will be prepared to persist longer at it, and take more risks to achieve it. Both perseverance and a capacity for risk taking is seen to be necessary for creative attributes. The creativity of motivation is very
important because most people, who are seen as being creative, derive their creativity from this source.

Motivation means being willing to spend up to five hours a week trying to find a better way of doing something when other people perhaps spend five minutes a week. Motivation means looking for further alternatives when everyone else is satisfied with the obvious ones. Motivation means having the curiosity to look for explanations. Motivation means trying things out and tinkering about in the search for new ideas.

One very important aspect of motivation is the willingness to stop and to look at things that no one else has bothered to look at. This simple process of focusing on things that are normally taken for granted is a powerful source of creativity, even when no special creative talent is applied to the new focus. This is so important a point that shall be dealt with later under the chapter of creative techniques.

With all the above it could be concluded that motivation means putting in time and effort and attempting to be creative. Over time, this investment is seen to pay off in terms of new and creative ideas.

A lot of what passes for creative talent is not much more than creative motivation—and there is nothing wrong with that. If the designer can then add some creative skills to the existing motivation, the combination can become powerful.

At this point motivation is to be noted in two main ways. One is the extrinsic and the other is intrinsic reinforcement. Pelé in some time of his bright life noted; “I don’t actually enjoy football as much as I used to. It’s just a way to make a living, and I’ll stop playing if they refuse to pay me what I’m asking”.

Designers engage in certain behaviors for intrinsic reasons (for reinforcement that they can provide for themselves) or extrinsic reasons (for reinforcement that designers receive from others) (Smith p308). A research with both college students and children indicates that extrinsic reinforcement can indeed undermine intrinsic reinforcement (Deci 1975).
Industrial design students that are due to a high level of study and work would want some extrinsic reinforcement as they start there life of design. As the designer (student) continues on, it is vital that he would develop an intrinsic reinforcement with time.

1.2.5. TUNED JUDGEMENT

There is a difference between a photographer and a painter. The painter stands in front of the canvas with paints, brushes, inspiration and proceeds to paint a picture. The photographer wanders around with a camera until some particular scene or object catches his or her eye. By choosing the angle, the composition, the lighting, and so on, the photographer converts the “promising” scene into a photograph.

The creativity of “tuned judgement” is similar to the creativity of the photographer. The person with tuned judgement does not initiate ideas. The person with tuned judgement recognizes the potential of an idea at a very early stage. Because that person’s judgement is tuned to feasibility, the market, and the idiom of the field, the person picks up the idea and makes it happen.

Although this sort of creativity seems to lack the glamour and ego satisfaction of the originator of ideas (deBono p47), in practice it may be even more important. An idea that is developed and put into action is more important than an idea that exists only as an idea. Many people who have achieved success with apparently new ideas have really borrowed the beginning of the idea from someone else but have put the creative energy into making the idea happen.

The ability to see the value of an idea is itself a creative act. If the idea is new then it is necessary to visualize the power of the idea. People who develop ideas in this way should get as much credit as those who initiate ideas.

Design management is also a great deal of effect on the creativity process. Defining management and its role on the designer or the role of the executives is
important. The role would be defined as the process undertaken by one or more individuals to co-ordinate the activities of others to achieve results not achievable by one individual acting alone. In the design process, management may also be done by the industrial designer. Here tuned judgement is seen to be the patriot of creativity. The role simply is to see the products future before even starting the designing and going into deep processes and detailed data structuring.

1.2.6. CHANCE, ACCIDENT, MISTAKE, AND MADNESS

The history of ideas is full of examples of how important new ideas came about through chance, accident, mistake, or madness.

Tradition, which is a summary of history, is going along in one direction. Then something happens, which could not have been planned, and this takes thinking out in a new direction and a new discovery is made.

Many of the advances in medicine were the result of accidents, mistakes, or chance observations. This also exists for design. The first antibiotic was discovered when Alexander Fleming noticed that a mold contamination of a Petri dish, seemed to have killed all of the bacteria; thus penicillin was born. Pasteur discovered the process of immunology when an assistant made a mistake and gave too weak a dose of cholera bacteria to some chickens. This weak dose seemed to protect them against the fuller dose that was given later.

Columbus only set of to sail westward to the Indies because he was using the wrong measurements. He was using the measurements derived from Ptolemy's erroneous measurement of the circumference of the globe. He had been using the correct measurements, which had been worked out by Eratosthenes (who lived in Alexandria before Ptolemy), Columbus would probably never have set sail because he would have known his ships could not have carried sufficient provisions.

In some ways (deBono p47), the whole of the electronics industry (about $150 billion a year in Japan alone) depended on a mistake made by Lee de Forrest. Lee de
Forrest noted that when a spark jumped between two spheres in his laboratory, the gas flame flickered. He thought this was due to the “ionization” of the air. As a result, he proceeded to invent the triode valve (also known as the vacuum tube or thermionic valve) in which the current to be amplified is applied to a grid and so controls the much larger current passing from the filament to the collector plate. This invention provided the first real means of amplification and gave rise to the electronic industry. Before the invention of the transistor all electronic devices used such vacuum tubes. It seems that the whole thing was a mistake and that the gas flame flickered because of the noise from the spark discharge. This slight fault came a major effect in the development of design.

Mistakes, anomalies, things that go wrong have often triggered new ideas and new insights. This is because such events take the designer outside the boundaries of “reasonableness” within which it is normally forced to work. These boundaries are the accepted summary of past experience and they are very jealously guarded, particularly by people who are themselves rather unlikely to have new ideas. Apparent “madness” is a source of creativity when a person comes up with an idea that does not fit current paradigms. There is heavy condemnation of the idea. Most of the ideas are mad and do go away. But sometimes the new and mad idea proves to be right and the paradigm has to be changed, but not before there is fierce opposition from the defenders of the old paradigm. So at first we get a point that arises the question of the practical point from the powerful source of creativity. Should or not a designer make mistakes on purpose. One practical point is to pay close attention to mistakes and anomalies when things do not turn out as had hoped.

The second practical point is the deliberate use of provocation. The techniques of provocation allow the creator to be mad, in a controlled way, for 30 seconds at a time. In this way he can achieve those boundary jumps that otherwise have to depend on chance, accident, mistake, and madness.

The below figure shows how the boundaries of past experience and “reasonableness” turn back thinking. These boundaries can be jumped by chance, accident, mistake, madness-or deliberate provocation.
There is a further practical point that arises here. Individuals working on their own can hold and develop ideas that are at first "mad" or eccentric and only later become acceptable (deBono p50). If such a person is forced to work with a group from an early stage then it might not be possible to develop such ideas. This is because of the "reasonableness" of the group that will force the new idea back within the boundaries of acceptability.

Cultures which rely heavily on group work (such as Italy and the United States) may be at a disadvantage in this regard. Countries like the U. K., with its tradition of eccentric individuals working away in corners, may have an advantage. That is why M.I.T.I. in Japan found that 51% of the most significant concept breakthroughs of the twentieth century had come from the UK and only 21 percent from the United States, in spite of the much larger technical investment of the United States.
It has to be said, however, that the complexities of modern science make it much more difficult for individuals to contribute. Cross-disciplinary teamwork may be essential for idea development in the future. Therefore, there is an even greater need to develop the deliberate skills of provocation. Or the skills of brainstorming, as it would be mentioned in techniques and tools for creativity in the coming chapter.

1.2.7. Climate

Studies of creativity at work (such as Ekvall, chapter 7) have emphasized that certain organizational climates are much more conducive to creativity than others. The more favorable climates are more open, they give employees freedom and responsibility for their work, tolerate rather than punish mistakes and make a point of nurturing new ideas. The below table (Table 1.2.a. Studies of creativity at work) shows contrast characteristics that Ekvall found in innovative companies with creative climates with the climate in stagnated companies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Innovative Companies</th>
<th>Stagnated Companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Challenge</td>
<td>More Creative</td>
<td>Less creative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom</td>
<td>Enjoyable, energetic</td>
<td>Alienated, indifferent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liveliness</td>
<td>Independent initiatives</td>
<td>Passive, rule bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>Excitedly busy</td>
<td>Boringly slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea time</td>
<td>Trusting, failure accepted</td>
<td>Suspicious, punished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood</td>
<td>“off-task” play</td>
<td>Little “off-task” play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts</td>
<td>Happy, humorous</td>
<td>Serious, dull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Handled with insight</td>
<td>Warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debates</td>
<td>People listen</td>
<td>Negative and critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk taking</td>
<td>Ideas voiced</td>
<td>Little questioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast decision, action</td>
<td>Cautious, safe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2.a. Studies of creativity at work

---
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Many companies now incorporate creative principles into company policy. For example 3M, a company with 30% of products newly developed in the last five years, has a system, which runs to find the inventors and never get in their way. They allow researchers 15% of their time to pursue their own projects, Hewlett Packard’s research had 90% of post-it pads and super conductive materials emerged from projects conducted with researchers 'free time'.

Climate is important because motivation, and through this performance, are affected by environment. It is a psychological effect that people will not take risks unless they feel safe and valued. If people feel threatened they react more defensively. Initiatives like total quality management, which are trying to document and control the process of creative improvement, are facing an uphill battle, that cannot Legislate for creativity, it has to be trusted. Not that everything is in the easy way looking but in open and creative climates; Typically people find they need to allow more time to communicate with such other. Working in multidisciplinary teams with people who do not agree with you and have other concerns is bound to be uncomfortable from time to time. However, it seems that there are few alternatives in running innovative, creative companies caring organization.

The net effect of these changes in the workplace is a move to a more human form of organization. A more caring come from the principle of organization when it becomes one of commitment rather than control and the traditional mechanisms of fear or conformity (Table 1.2.b.). Punishing people, who make mistakes, are replaced by approaches designed to nature and empower people and ideas. The below table is to show a comparison. At the same time, it is seeing moves away from an unceasing emphasis on competition to a greater appreciation of the benefits of collaboration. Western organizations are beginning to see the advantage long appreciated by their Japanese cousins in developing long term partnerships with a few suppliers rather than merely accepting the lowest tender.
1.3. LATERAL THINKING TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF CREATIVITY

1.3.1. THE SIX THINKING HATS

How do you get time for creative thinking?

How can you ask someone to make some creative effort?

How do you stop someone from being persistently negative?

How do you encourage people to look at the benefits of an idea?

How do you express your intuition and gut feeling in a serious meeting?

The six thinking hats method is extremely simple but it is powerful simplicity.

There was a breakfast meeting in Tokyo to launch the Japanese translation of the book Six Thinking Hats.\(^{3}\)

---

At this meeting were the chief executives of some of the best known Japanese corporations, including Mr. Hisashi Shinto, who was chief executive of NTT (Nippon Telephone and Telegraph). He had just been chosen as Japanese businessman of the year for his feat in privatizing this giant organization. At that time NTT had 350,000 employees and in stock market valuation was worth more than the top five US corporations put together. Mr. Shinto liked the idea of the six hats and asked his executives to read the book. I met him again six months later and he told me the method had had a powerful effect on his executives who were now more creative and more constructive. He asked me to give a talk to give his board and also to the top managers in NTT. In 1990, IBM used the six hat method as part of the core of their training for their 40,000 managers worldwide. The method is widely used by Du Pont, Prudential, and many other major corporations. It is used because it is practical and makes a difference.

It would be convenient to introduce this method for designers since most of the creativity is demanded in initial stages of creativity. This is to be used in the creative process and to give a good control on the improvement of creativity while designing. Below are the six thinking hat techniques that would be used actually in group solutions (deBono p77). The designer can also do this personally while in the creativity process.

a. White Hat

Thinking white paper, which is neutral and carries information. The white hat has to do with data aid information. What information does the designer have? What information is missing? What information would be needed in the future? How would the designer get the information?

When asked for white hat thinking at a meeting it is asking those present to put aside the proposals and arguments and discuss directly on the information. For the moment everyone at the group looks to see what information is available, what is needed, and how it might be obtained.

This stage is to convince the designer to prepare the data for-needed to design and explore. This stage is also used in engineering. Engineering problems are always due to a lot of problem solving. To actually start the process or solution process the engineer needs the right amount of data that would be used to solve the problem. For
instance, when an engineer is about to design an air-conditioning system for a room or building he should have the correct data to further on his engineering and problem solving. The data that is needed would be the room's size, wall thickness, construction material, average temperature etc. Then it would be right to go on the next stage which would be problem solving.

The industrial designer, has to have the same information to go on creative processes. If a designer is trying to create a remote-controller he would want to know the approximate dimensions of the PCB, the number of batteries, the size of the batteries, the number of leads that would be used etc. (Figure 1.3.1).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{input} & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Data evaluation} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Continuing problem solving}
\end{align*}
\]

(Figure 1.3.1)

b. Red Hat

Thinking of the color red, fire and warning. The red hat has to do with feelings, intuition, hunches, and emotions. It is a serious meeting that the individuals are not supposed to put forward their emotions, but people do this by disguising their motions. The red hat gives people permission to put forward their feelings and intuitions without apology, without explanation, and without any need to justify them. The following are some examples:

...Putting on my red hat, this is what I feel about the project.
...My gut-feeling is that it will not work.
...I don't like the way this is done.
...My intuition tells me that prices will fall soon,
Because the red hat “signals” feelings as such, they can come into the discussion without pretending to be anything else. Intuition may be a composite judgment based on years of experience in the field and may be very valuable even if the reasons behind the tuition cannot be spelled out consciously. It should also be said that intuition is not always right, and it can be wrong. It is sometimes valuable to let feelings out into the open.

c. Black Hat

It is the thinking of a judge wearing black robes who comes down heavily on wrong-doers. The black hat is the “caution hat”. The black hat prevents designers from making mistakes, doing silly things, and doing things which might be illegal. The black hat is for critical judgment. The black hat points out why something cannot be done. The black hat points out why something will not be profitable.

... The regulations do not permit us to do that.
... We do not have the production capacity to meet that order.
... When we tried a higher price the sales fell off.
... He has no experience in export management.

Mistakes can be disastrous. None of the designers would want to make mistakes. For this, the black hat is very valuable. It is the most used hat and possibly the most useful hat. At the same time it is very easy to overuse the black hat. Some people feel that it is enough to be cautious and negative and that if used it would prevent all mistakes that would lead to success. Designers would have to give much of their attention to the foredouming problems that would awake in the future. It is easy to kill creative ideas with early negativity. Wine is fine but overuse of alcohol can turn a person into an alcoholic. It is the same with the black hat. The hat is very valuable but overuse of it can be a problem.
d. Yellow Hat

Here a designer should think of sunshine. The yellow hat is for optimism and the logical positive view of things. The yellow hat looks for feasibility and how something can be done. The yellow hat looks for benefits but they must be logically based.

... This might work if we moved to the customers.
... The benefit would came from repeat purchases:
... The high cost of energy would make everyone more energy efficient.

The black hat is much more natural than the yellow hat because it would need to avoid mistakes and danger for survival. Yellow hat thinking often require a deliberate effort. Benefits are not always immediately obvious and it might be necessary to search for them. Every creative idea deserves some yellow hat attention.

e. Green Hat

Vegetation and rich growth. The green hat is for creative thinking. The green hat is for new ideas. The green hat is for additional alternatives. The green hat is far putting forward possibilities and hypotheses. The green hat covers "provocation" and "movement". It requests creative effort.

... We need some new ideas here.
... Are there any additional alternatives?
... Could we do this in a different way?
... Could there be another explanation?

The green hat makes it possible to ask directly for a creative effort. The green hat makes time and space available for creative thinking. Even if no creative ideas are forthcoming, the green hat asks for the creative effort.
f. Blue Hat

Here the designer should think of the sky as an overview. The blue hat is for process-control. The blue hat thinks about the thinking being used. The blue hat sets the agenda for thinking. The blue hat can ask for other hats. The blue hat asks for summaries, conclusions, and decisions. The blue hat can comment on the thinking being used. Below are examples of statements:

... We have spent far too much time looking for someone to blame.
... Could we have a summary of your views?
... I think we should take a look at the priorities.
... I suggest we try some green hat thinking to get some new ideas.

The blue hat is usually used by the chairperson or the organizer of the meeting, but other participants can put forward suggestions. The blue hat is for organizing and controlling the thinking process so that it becomes more productive. The blue hat is for thinking about thinking. Designers, while on their own, should use this hat to control their creativity thinking and to put it in an orderly matter. This hat is also an important factor in designing creativity since it has the over viewing of the whole concept of designing creativity at once.

*Instead of argument* the Western tradition of argument insists that designers should try to move forward by means of position taking and argument. “A” has a point of view and “B” disagrees. The ensuing argument is supposed to give adequate exploration of the subject. Too often the protagonists get locked into their positions and become more interested in winning or loosing the argument than in exploring the subject. The six hats method allows to get right away from argument in order to get more productive discussions. Both “A” and “B” can wear the black hat at that same time to find out the dangers. Both “A” and “B” can wear the yellow hat to explore the possibilities. Instead of adversarial thinking there is cooperative exploration. That is why the method has been so eagerly taken up by those who have to run meetings. At last there is a way of breaking free from the traditional argument system.
Ego and performance in thinking are too closely bound together. There is vital information on the attitudes of people who do not like an idea that they will make and go into any effort to find points in favor of the idea or vice-versa. The hat method separates ego from performance. The thinker is challenged to use the different hat and actually experience a sense of freedom because the thinker is no longer limited to one position.

Persistent negativity is the effect that is on some people who are cautious with the natural fact and feeling that they have to put forward the possible dangers. In a normal discussion there is nothing to stop a person being persistent or negative. With the hat system there is sample opportunity to be negative at the right moment (under the black hat) but at other times negativity is out of place. In this way the natural dominance of the black hat is reduced. If a person is being negative, he would inform that he is good at black hat thinking; He would ask for some more of it. Then after a while someone would say that they have had a lot of black hat thinking and would vote for green hat thinking. The black hat wearer must now keep quiet or make a green hat effort.

Space for positive and creative thinking in the yellow and green hats make it possible to allocate time for deliberative creative effort and so a positive effort.

It is not natural to allow time for creativity. It is not natural to allow time for positive thinking unless designers happen to like the idea. But once done it would make the deliberate effort. This effort can be well rewarded. The natural flow of thinking and discussion allows insufficient time for creative effort unless an idea immediately comes to mind and insufficient time for a positive effort.

In the game the more a designer invests in the six hat method as a “game” the more powerful the method comes. People feel very foolish if they are seen not to be playing the game. If everyone is making a yellow hat effort then the person who comes out with some black hat comment feels out of place. If the participants invest in the game “using the hat colors” when it is not really needed then the method is available for
use when it is really in need. Fierce argument, crisis, conflicts, dogmatic views, and so on.

Not categories is perfectly true when some people are much better at one type of thinking than others. It is perfectly true that some people are much more comfortable with one type of thinking rather than another. But it would be right to emphasize very strongly that the hats are not categories or descriptions. It would be wrong for a designer to consider himself “the black hat thinker in the group”. Or “the green hat thinker in the group”. That is exactly the opposite of the purpose of the six hats. Everyone must make an effort to use all of the hats. When a group is doing green hat thinking then everyone is wearing the green hat at that time. If a person chooses to keep quiet at all times other than when his or her favorite hat is in use then that person can be asked directly for some “green hat views” or “yellow hat views.”

The process is rather difficult as the individual or designer does it on his own. It might look simple for a group of designers when they are all at the same table but it would not be the same for a one person group. The difference is that the group has for instance five persons to act in the discussion and any one of the group would say anything at any time without any control and restriction. The designer should have this be done all in his mind. It is the same as drummers do while they are playing the drums. As they get the rhythm they part the mind to control the hands and feet. On the sequential beat of the song the drummer would feel like having four people playing at the same time. The designer should take this fact into consideration while applying the hat technique.

It is only too easy to see the hats as categories. They are categories of thinking behavior, but not of people. Just as every golfer needs to attempt to use all clubs, so every thinker must attempt to use all six hats.

Occasional use is the most frequent use of the hats is the “occasional” use. This means that the designer would ask for one hat at a time. This is to request on a certain type of thinking or to change it out. Before the use of the hat, there is a normal discussion and after the use of the hat there is again a normal discussion. A single hat is
used as a convenient way to switch thinking. The group member can ask another to put on or take off a particular hat. Can announce that he or she is putting a particular hat ("I am putting on my black hat, there are difficulties I foresee") He can ask a whole group to put on a particular hat "I think it is time we had some green hat thinking. We need some new ideas".

The great virtue of the six hat method is that it can switch thinking immediately and without offense. If will tell someone to stop being "so negative" that person is likely to be offended. But if it is asked if that person would try the yellow hat then there is no offense.

After a while the six hats become part of corporate culture and are used freely and automatically to ask for different types of thinking.

Systematic use are times when a group, or an individual, wants a quick exploration of a subject. This can be clone by putting together a formal sequence of the hats and then going through them, one by one, spending about four minutes on each hat. There is no one correct sequence because the sequence will vary with the subject, whether it has been considered before, and who is doing the thinking. There are formal guidelines that may help to select the sequence. For example, it is useful to use the black hat towards the end to seek out difficulties and danger and to see whether the proposed idea is viable. This should then be followed with the red hat, which allows someone to say: "In its present form this idea will not work, but I still feel the idea has potential. So let us try to find a way of making it work". This allows a feeling to prevent total dismissal of an idea that in its present form is not usable. These guidelines would only be confusing at this point because readers would be forever trying to remember the correct sequence. The guidelines are more properly given in the formal training on the use of the six thinking hats. For practical purposes it is enough to agree on a sequence that seems sensible and then to use it. This gives good results. Unless there is some obstacle, gap or hold-up thinking and action flow along smoothly the brain works to make life easy making things routine. To form patterns of thinking and behavior and then use these patterns. This makes good survival sense and the brain does an excellent job of what it is supposed to do. Creative attitudes and motivation can
be built up by exhortation, by praising the results of creativity by showing examples, and by general inspiration. Creative attitudes can also be established in a more reliable manner with such simple techniques as the “creative pause.”

1.3.2. THE CREATIVE PAUSE

Unless there is some obstacle, gap, or hold-up, thinking and action flow along smoothly the brain works to make life easy by making things routine. It forms patterns of thinking and behavior and then uses these patterns. This makes good survival sense and the brain does the job of what it is supposed to do.

Creative attitudes and motivation can be built up by exhortation, by praising the wonderful results of creativity, by showing examples, and by general inspiration. Creative attitudes can also be established in a more reliable manner with such simple techniques as the “creative pause.”

Creative effort at various points emphasizing the importance of asking for creative “effort” could be seen. The green hat is a formal way of asking for creative “effort” during a meeting. I have suggested that, instead of rewarding creative results, it makes more sense to reward creative effort. It cannot demand that someone have a brilliant idea. But can demand (request) that a person make a creative effort.

Once the effort is there, results will eventually follow. Once the effort is there, it can add skills to the effort by formal training in lateral thinking techniques. The creative pause is the simplest of all creative techniques, but it can also be powerful. The creative pause should become a mental habit for anyone who wants to be creative. The creative pause is the simplest way of making a creative effort.

The pause is no problem. There is no hold-up. But pause in the mind itself and thinking solely because it is wanted to be done. The pause is not in reaction to anything. The pause is the result of your intention to pause. In some places this might also be said to be the incubation process.
"There should be a new idea here."

"There could be a new idea here."

"I want to pause to think about this."

If a designer does not pay attention to something then he is unlikely to think about it. The creative pause is an interruption in the smooth flow of routine in order to pay deliberate attention at the point.

Why stop here?
Why not there?
Why not everywhere?

There need be no reason at all for stopping at a certain point. It is better that there should be no reason because once the designer is looking for reasons then he will only pause when there is reason to pause - that would destroy the whole purpose of creative pause. It is quite true that there are times when the thinker may sense some possible value or opportunity or may be that something is being done in a very complicated way. Those are legitimate reasons for a creative pause, but the creative sense should not depend on legitimate reasons. The creative pause is very simple, but that does not mean it is easy to do so. It requires a lot of discipline to halt the smooth flow of thought for a creative pause.

*Motivation* brings up the questions such as; which comes first? Does the designer stop for a creative pause in order to be motivated, to be creative? Or, does he become motivated to be creative so that he develops the deliberate habit of the creative pause? It can work both ways, but there does have to be the initial motivation; otherwise a person would never bother develop the habit.

Here it is important to emphasize that the "creative pause" is a deliberate process. It is not the result of some sudden inspiration that has been followed through. Pausing is done because the individual wants to do so. In order to make a creative effort this process is done. There is an intention to being creative.
Hope is an important part of creativity and hope is also related to excitement. There is the possibility of a new idea if the effort to pause is concerned to be a stage. The individual can walk quickly along the country road or can pause to look at the wildflowers by the roadside. If he walks quickly along the road he will not notice the wildflowers unless there is a spectacular grouping of them. But if an effort to make a pause is done and attention is paid to the flowers, he may be rewarded by their simple beauty. Why should this stage be done? Why should a person hold things up? Why should he waste time in an effort that is likely to be futile? The answer to all these questions lies in an appreciation of the “investment” nature of creativity. Certainly cannot guarantee that every creative pause is going to be productive. But as it is continued to invest in creative effort the rewards will start to flow. If no serious creative effort is done then it is rather unlikely that the individual is going to get any new ideas. If no time is spent gardening then certainly no one is to grow a garden.

Obviously the creative pause should not be allowed to interfere with the main purpose of the thinking or meeting. The pause may be personal: “I wonder if there could be a different way of doing this?” The pause may involve the group: “Let’s see if there are any other alternatives.” The pause may only be momentary and no one else need even notice.

The use of creative pause arises two questions of “what happens in the creative pause?” and “how long should the pause be?”. There is no need to use any of the systematic tools of lateral thinking in the creative pause. The creative thinker may look quickly for simple alternatives but that is about all. The main point of the pause is to give attention to something and to place that pivot in the mind being worthy of attention. As the person becomes more skilled at creative thinking, even a short pause may suggest a better way of doing things. If a stream is temporarily blocked, the water may quickly find new channels of flow. Sometimes the mere interruption of the quick flow of thought can open up new lines of thought. The pause as such has a value. The value of the pause is not that it allows us to do anything during that pause. If it is paused when eating then savoring the taste of what is being eaten will go on. If it is paused in thinking then it will attend more closely to the point at which is paused. If it paused at a
road junction then the signposts could be read. If it is driven past the junction at high speed then the driver will have no idea where the side roads may lead.

There are some occasions when it is important to think quickly but there are also occasions when it is much better to think slowly. Creativity is one of the occasions where thinking slowly is an advantage. As with driving slowly, the driver can notice things, he can pay attention to things. Instead of being obsessed only with the ultimate destination, he can examine the way you to getting there and note the possibility of different routes. The pause should not be long. Nor should cudgel the brains in a determined effort to come up with a new idea. Just pausing to think and to wonder for a moment (perhaps twenty to thirty seconds as an individual and two minutes as a group) and then go and move on. The person always returns to the point later if he wishes. There is no pressure to get an-instant result. The creative pause is an end in itself. In fact, it is better not to suave too hard at each creative pause, because then the pauses will become burdensome and it will be less inclined to make them. The pauses should be almost casual. It is almost like saying, “That is interesting,” and then moving along.

Although the creative pause involves both focus and intention, there is a clear distinction between the simple creative pause and the picking out of an important focus area followed by a determined and systematic attempt to generate new concepts. The deliberate definition of a focus and the sustained application of creative effort (whether or not the systematic tools of lateral thinking are involved) is a different order of magnitude.

Even as a person listen to someone talking he can be making creative pauses or creative “attention points” with regard to what is being said.

*Proactive* is so much of human thinking that may be said to be reactive: responding to requests, solving problems, overcoming difficulties. There is little time for any other thinking and less motivation to give self additional thinking tasks. The creative pause is an important proactive thinking habit. It is a brief pause in which the thinker says:
“I want to notice that.”
“I want to pay attention to that.”
“That needs thinking about.”
“Is there another possibility here?”
“Is that the only way of doing it?”

If a person or an organization puts any value on creativity then that value justifies the proactive creative pause. The pause is a simple technique. The pause is a way of building up a creative attitude. The pause is a way of turning creative attention into a habit. The pause is a concrete way of showing creative effort, at least to oneself if not to others. The creative pause is an investment in creativity and an investment in the building up of creative skills. It is important to realize that the creative pause is a simple and light procedure. It should never be turned into a heavy challenge or demanding task.

1.3.3. PROVOCATION

Einstein used to carry out what he called “thought experiments”. He would say: “What would I see if I were traveling at the speed of light?”

The child who places one block upon another to see what happens is carrying out an experiment. Provocation has everything to do with experiments in the mind.

In earlier sections, it was described how many important new ideas came about through chance, accident, mistake, or madness. All these provided a sort of discontinuity, which forced us outside the usual boundaries of reasonableness that had been established by experience. With deliberate provocation, there is a systematic method that can produce the same effect. A designer does not have to wait for chance, accident, or mistake. He can be temporarily mad for just thirty seconds at a time in a controllable fashion. Switching about, can let the madness on and off as wished. That is why provocation is such a fundamental aspect of lateral thinking and of creativity in general.
Considering river pollution. 

_Po:_ the factory is downstream of itself.

That is a provocation. It seems utterly impossible. How could the factory be in two places at once? Here the symbolic word "_po_" is used to indicate that this is intended as a provocation and not as a serious suggestion (the origin and nature of "_po_" will be described later).

From this provocation comes a consideration of the input and output of the factory. It would be normal to take in water upstream and put out effluent downstream. The provocation suggests that it might be legislated that if a factory is built on a river then the input must be downstream of the output. So the factory is the first to sample its own pollution and must therefore be more concerned to minimize effluent pollution. In hindsight this idea is perfectly logical. There was some discussion about how to handle a new bicycle. Someone put in a provocation.

_Po,_ we sell it to our competitors.

That provocation led to a change in the normal way of handling such a product, and a huge reduction in development time:

_Po,_ cars should have square wheels
_Po,_ planes should land upside down
_Po,_ letters should be closed after they have been posted

All the above statements seem highly illogical and improper. In fact, they are perfectly logical statements in the context of a patterning information system.

---

4 Serious Creativity (De Bono)
The definition of a provocation is:

With a provocation there may not be a reason for saying something until after it has been said.

This contrasts strongly with normal thinking habits, which must be a reason for saying something before that thing is said. With a provocation, the statement is made and the effect of that statement will provide the retro-justification making the statement. At first it might seem that provocation is simply a scatter gun approach in which anything is said, that comes to mind; The hope that something might just prove useful. To some extent, this is the way brainstorming is used by some designers. Such approach would be weak and very wasteful.

Provocation is a logical necessary in any self-organizing system. Mathematical papers have been written to this effect. Such systems go into stable states. A provocation introduces instability and allows a new stable state to be reached.

The brain forms asymmetric patterns as shown in the brain in figure 1.3.3.a. Humor occurs when it is taken from the main track and deposited at the end of the sidetrack. From there the person can see his way back to the starting point. Creativity occurs exactly the same way. But how do people get across from the main track to the sidetrack is a question. This is where the systematic provocation methods of lateral thinking come in.
Figure 1.3.3.3 shows how to set up a provocation, a concept, an idea that does not exist in experience. So this provocation lies outside the patterns of our experience.
Figure 1.3.3.c shows how we then “move” from the main track to the provocation and then on to the side-track. Once on the side-track the individual can trace his way back to the starting point and to open up the side-track as a new idea.
Here is no magic in the process. In chemistry, if a chemist wants to move from one stable compound to another he may have first to move to an unstable compound which then re-stabilizes as the new compound. In physics, the changing of an atomic configuration may go through the same unstable step.

In normal thinking, each step that is taken is firmly based on the preceding step (vertical thinking). When arrived at a solution then the validity of that solution is proved by the validity of every step that has been taken from the starting point to the end. This step-by-justified-step process is illustrated in figure 1.3.3.d

![Figure 1.3.3.d Step By Step Solution](image)

In provocation, the move is from the starting point to an arbitrary provocation. Then "move" on from the provocation to an idea or concept. The validity of this result can never be justified by how to go there. But if looked back to the starting point (the problem or the area of concern) it may be seen in hindsight, how the new position has a real value. If this value can be shown, logically, in hindsight then the value is just as useful as if it had been achieved through a succession of valid steps. Hindsight justification of an idea is every bit as valid to any other form of justification. But why does a designer need to use the "jump" method while creating a new design may be a question. "Is it necessary to have to justify by working backwards?" may also be a
phrase to be thought of. If the creator is having a good time of creation why go back one step and start from there? It might be simple to say that if a person could do this, he would be doing what they have done years ago (in the Ottoman Empire as it was said "the army use to go two steps ahead and one step back"). The reason is very simple. In any pattern-forming system the designer has to take the established pattern forward at any point. So the established or traditional line of thinking takes forward. There is no choice and he is not even aware of other possibilities. It is only by working backwards that is able to open and use these other tracks—which have been there the whole time. This process is shown in figure 1.3.3.e.

To put this process in a valid example of designing might seem as if it is not the right thing to do at that point. However, it may be rather inadequate to go on. It is the right way to go back as mentioned, before going on another step. For instance when designing a product like a “scanner” the designer is only having an imagination of a device that a book is put on and it scans just as the photocopy machines. The provocation here that should be done would be “why put a book on it and not put it in the book?”. This phrase lets the designer go one step back but he still is looking on the problem from another point of view. Today, as may be seen, there are a lot of scanners that are put on the books or pictures (at great sizes) and the scanner works on its own while it roles on the picture. (Figure 1.3.3.f.)

![Figure 1.3.3.e Working Backward](image-url)
The purpose of the provocation is precisely to get out of the usual main-track of thinking. From the provocation it is seen that going on to find a new point which in hindsight seems to offer value. If it is the escape from the established main track that is so important. The brain has to work to establish the main tracks. That is the very essence of the excellence of the brain. At the same time it needs ways of getting out of those main tracks in order to be creative. That is why provocation plays so central a role in lateral thinking.

a. Provocation and Hypothesis

The great value of the "hypothesis" mechanism allows the designer to guess an underlying mechanism. This guess then provides direction and a framework for the thinking of the situation. A provocation also provides a novel framework for looking at things. But a provocation goes much beyond a hypothesis. A hypothesis tries to be reasonable. A provocation usually tries to be "unreasonable" in order to jerk thinking out of its usual channels.

The brain seeks to reach, justify, and prove a hypothesis, which then moves from being a guess to being a provisional truth. It never seeks to reach or justify a
provocation. Never seek to prove that square wheels would be useful on a car or that planes should really land upside down. It seeks to get to a useful idea that is quite separate and different from the provocation. The provocation is just a way of getting there. And the designer would use this brain to get there.

Both hypothesis and provocation seek to change perceptions. A hypothesis seeks to guide our perceptions in a certain direction. A provocation seeks to take perceptions away from their usual direction.

Both hypothesis and provocation are speculations that are constructed in minds and then used to improve thinking about a situation. Both hypothesis and provocation are part of the active process and are quite different from analysis. Analysis looks at what is there. Provocation and hypothesis both bring in something that is not there.

b. Two-Stage Process

The formal and deliberate technique of provocation is a two-stage process. The first stage involves the setting up of the provocation The second stage involves the use of the provocation to move forward to a useful new idea. Obviously, the first stage precedes the second stage when it comes to apply the technique of provocation. The sequence has to be:

1. Choosing the creative focus
2. Setting up the provocation
3. Using the provocation

In practical terms, however, it makes sense to learn how to use provocation before learning how to set them up. In this way a person knows how to use provocation's when he leans on how to set them up. There would not be much point in setting up strange looking provocation's without any sense of how to use them. This general process of learning backwards is very powerful and very logical and is described elsewhere.
Using provocation's involves a special mental operation called "movement". This is an active mental operation. It is also completely different from judgment. Movement is an operation that we have to learn and practice in order to build up skills.

When we have considered the operation of movement we can proceed with the methods of setting up provocations.

1.3.4. BRAINSTORMING

There is one type of task in which the combining of the independently-produced-products is not a problem namely the simple production of ideas. A classic example would be advertising men thinking up names or slogans for a new product. Separately produced lists of ideas can simply be added together, with duplications eliminated. There have been a number of comparison of the effectiveness of people working alone versus separately to generate ideas. Most of these studies have been concerned with the technique of "brainstorming".

Brainstorming was first described by Osborn (1957), an advertising executive, who claimed that more ideas could be produced by a group than by the same number of independently-working individuals. As long as certain principles were followed:

1- Ideas are freely expressed, without regard to quality.
2- Criticism of the ideas produced is not permitted;
3- Ideas, which are variations of previously expressed ideas, are encouraged.

a. Research on Brainstorming:

Contrary to Osborn's contention, in 9 of 12 experiments comparing sets of individuals working independently (under brainstorming instructions), with actual brainstorming groups the individuals produced more ideas (Lamm and Trommsdorff, 1973). In the other experiments no differences were found. The notion that groups
sacrifice quantity of ideas by producing ideas of higher quality supported by the evidence.

In their review of the brainstorming literature, Lamm and Trommsdorff (1973, p370) consider several possible explanations why people produce fewer ideas together than separately. The most common explanation is that; in groups people suffer from social inhibition, a fear of negative evaluations of the other members. Although the brainstorming instructions rule out explicit criticism, a member may still hold back ideas for fear that the others will consider them “stupid”, “nonsense” or “worthless”. However, postexperimental self-reports of subjects (Bouchard, 1969 p23; Collaros & Anderson, 1969, p161) indicate little if any inhibition due to fear of other members' evaluations. Furthermore, when subjects in groups were later asked individually to list any ideas which they had not expressed in the group, very few inhibited ideas were produced (Collaros & Anderson, 1969). Thus, can safely reject social inhibition as an explanation for the inferiority of idea-generation in groups.

Another possible reason why groups produce fewer ideas than individuals working alone is simply that in a group everyone cannot talk at the same time. Listening to others' ideas, even without attempting to evaluate them, takes up time, which could otherwise be i.e. voted exclusively to thinking up one's own ideas.

Finally, it can be noted that two of the prime sources of group effectiveness on other types of tasks, namely the combination of skills and the division of labor, are not possible in the simple idea-generation task. Indeed, in this type of task it is likely that a group situation may interfere with the maximum use of member's different skills. (Taylor, Berry, and Block p30) suggest that brainstorming groups may develop “one-track thinking”. An idea produced by one member may stimulate other members to devise other ideas of the same type, but in the process they may neglect other possible types of ideas.
b. Group Size

If two heads are generally better than one, then the question of quantity occurs. Here it could be asked if e.g. it would be better to have three individuals in a group instead of two? Would a larger group be more effective than a smaller one? Steiner (1972) concludes that for most tasks group productivity increases with group size up to a certain point, after which it levels off and then declines. A large task group has certain advantages over a small group. Large groups generally have greater member resources. On the other hand, large groups have difficulties in the areas of organization and motivation. Beyond a certain size, the disadvantages out-weigh the advantages, and group performance declines.

Advantages of Large Groups

The potential productivity of a group goes up when more members are added. The more members, the greater the total pool of group resources (information, skills, etc.). For tasks that can be divided into a number of subtasks, the more members are available, the less work any one person must perform. However, there are limits to the potential advantages of dividing a task into parts, since the more parts there are, the more difficult it will be to assemble them into a satisfactory whole. For those tasks in which a division of labor is not possible, very often the effectiveness of the group will depend on the most competent person.

Disadvantages of Large Groups

One major disadvantage of large groups is the increased problem of organization and coordination of the members. These organizational problems, moreover, increase more and more rapidly as group size increases. The larger the membership, the more time must be spent deciding who does what (assuming that a division of labor is impossible). If a task considered which can be easily broken into two subtasks, then if the group has two members, there are only two possible ways to match subtasks with members. However, with three members, there are six possible assignments of members to two subtasks, and for 4 members, 20 different
arrangements. Furthermore, the more complex the division of labor, the greater the chance that some members will be assigned duties for which they have little ability. Also, the larger the group the more difficult it will be to monitor how well each member is performing his job.

Besides problems of organizations, the large group tends to suffer from a loss of member motivation. One source of the lack of involvement in large groups lies in the idea of diffusion of responsibility, which designers have. The less an individual feels that his performance will affect the total group product, the less incentive he will have to work hard. Furthermore, poor performance is less visible and less likely to be punished in a large group than a small group. One study (Wicker, 1969) found that the larger a church, the less active was the typical member, and the less critical he was of non-active members. In design groups as in Vestel it is seen that the individuals get more time to put on their thoughts as in crowded groups. Designers attend meetings at a maximum of 7 where it would be a good chance to put in ideas at an extreme. The meeting of a group goes on with the brainstorming technique and designers, engineers etc. put on all ideas at any extent.

Another reason for the lower involvement in large groups is that whatever rewards the group may receive for successful task performance must be distributed among more people. The larger the group, the smaller the "slice of the pie" each member receives. Finally, the larger the group, the less opportunity each member has to participate and influence the group's decisions.
Optimum Sizes of Groups

Determining the optimum size of a task group is not easy. Both the nature of the task and the abilities of the members must be taken into account. Slater (1958) measured the satisfaction of members of discussion groups varying in size from two to seven. The members of five-person groups expressed the greatest satisfaction with their group size. Dissatisfaction with larger groups centered on organizational problems and lack of opportunity to participate. The members of smaller groups may have felt that they lacked a sufficiently wide range of viewpoints to analyze the discussion topic satisfactorily.

Figure 1.3.4. summarizes the effects of group size on productivity. Potential productivity increases steeply as new members are added to the group, but eventually levels off. Problems of organization and motivation, on the other hand, become progressively greater as the group becomes larger (Figure 1.3.4.a). Subtracting the organizational and motivational losses from the potential productivity gives the actual group productivity (Figure 1.3.4.b.). At a certain point these losses begin to offset the gains of increased potential, and the resulting actual productivity peaks and declines. Finally, if we divide the actual group productivity by the number of members, we find that the average actual productivity per member (Figure 1.3.4.b.) decreases with increased size.

c. Group Composition and Performance

How do the individual qualities of the members of a task group affect the group's performance? As before, when we considered group composition in relation to satisfaction and cohesiveness, we shall not be concerned with the average individual level of a particular characteristic, but rather with the relationships among member qualities. How do various combinations of qualities affect task performance?
Problems with Research or Group Composition

Steiner (1972) points out certain inherent difficulties in research on composition. The most common research strategy has been to construct some similar (homogeneous) groups and some
Figure 1.3.4. a-b-c Effects of group size on productivity
dissimilar (heterogeneous) groups and to compare the performance of the two type
However, by manipulating homogeneity c one dimension, we may at the same time t
manipulating homogeneity on other dimensions. For example, groups whose member
are similar on level of anxiety may also be similar on extroversion-introversion and
dissimilar on intelligence. At the present time, it still has a very incomplete idea of what
individual qualities tend to “go together” in people. Since designers cannot measure or
manipulate variables which might be relevant, designers can seldom be sure that the
variables that have been used compose heterogeneous and homogeneous groups are the
ture causes of any observed effect. In spite of these methodological problems, some
conclusions can be drawn from the research evidence. Creators will first consider
heterogeneity of ability; and then heterogeneity of personality.

Heterogeneity of Abilities

Although two groups may have the same average level of ability, they may still
differ greatly in the heterogeneity of ability levels of their members. According to
Steiner's (1972) theoretical analysis, the particular task determines the effect of
heterogeneity of abilities on group performance. The more heterogeneous the group's
abilities, the more competent will be the best member and the less competent will be the
worst member. Thus, for those tasks which can be performed alone by one competent
member, such as the statistical analysis for our research team, heterogeneity of abilities
is an advantage. On the other hand, some tasks depend for success on an adequate
performance from all the members; one low ability performer can spoil the total
product, as in the performance of a musical group.

For most tasks, some type of division of labor is possible. Heterogeneity can be an
advantage in these cases providing that none of the subtasks assigned to low-ability
members is critical for the success of the total group effort. The ideal group would be
composed of specialists, each member having certain highly developed skills which the
other members lack, as on a football team. Heterogeneity has effects similar to those of
increased size: Potential productivity is usually boosted, but problems of organization
and motivation may develop. When all members possess equal skills, who does what is
relatively unimportant; however, with heterogeneous abilities, the problem of matching members with subtasks appropriate to their abilities becomes critical.

d. Groupthink

One consequence of too great a level of cohesiveness in decision-making groups is that critical thinking will be replaced by what Janis (1972) has termed "groupthink." When group think occurs, argues Janis, loyalty to the group, its norms, and its past decisions replace the realistic considerations of alternatives. Group think is likely to appear during crisis situations when members of the group are experiencing severe stress. Another factor promoting group think is the sharing of the same set of values by all the group members. In both encounter and problem-solving groups, too much homogeneity can be harmful to the group's efforts by restricting the variety of viewpoints available.

The lack of conflict resulting from group think is not due to the usual group pressures for conformity. Members are not so much afraid of punishment for expressing deviant views; rather, they seldom have deviant views in the first place. Loyalty to the group results in the immediate approval of any proposal favored by the leader or the majority of the group. The emphasis on agreement and harmony prevents the careful weighing of pros and cons.

Janis has analyzed in great detail the deliberations of government leaders in situations where groupthink led to disastrous decisions, for example, the Vietnam War, the Bay of Pigs invasion, and the Pearl Harbor attack. He has identified eight primary symptoms of group think. Members of groups suffering from groupthink share an illusion of invulnerability, which leads them to be overly optimistic. This feeling that "our side can't lose" causes members to disregard clear warnings of danger, as demonstrated by American officials ignoring many indications that Japan would attack Pearl Harbour. If a warning signal cannot be ignored, it can be explained away by means of various rationalizations. For example, the evidence that Japan would attack Hawaii was discounted by assuming that Japan's leaders would never start a war with
the U. S. which they knew they could not win. Since groupthinking members believe that their group is inherently moral, the *morality* of its decisions never come into question. The enemy, and especially its leaders, are characterized in terms of *stereotypes*. The opposing leaders are assumed to be weak, stupid, and immoral. The enemy's weakness and lack of intelligence makes his defeat inevitable, while his lack of morality means he cannot be trusted in negotiations. *Self censorship* is another characteristic of groupthink. Members tend to keep questions about the wisdom of the group's policies to themselves. Because of this reluctance to express doubts and the assumption that silence means agreement, the group suffers from an *illusion of unanimity*. Certain members may assume the role of "*mind guards*" who protect the group from exposure to adverse information.

Janis offers a number of specific recommendations for preventing groupthink. The leader of the group should explicitly encourage criticism of policies and proposals. The establishment of several different policy and planning groups, all working on the same problem, enables each to serve as a check on the others. Group members should discuss the group's deliberations with the subordinates, who often have available information which their superiors lack. Outside experts should be invited to sit in on some of the meetings and offer their comments. One member should play the role of a "*devil's advocate,*" arguing against the group even though he really agrees with it. Decisions can be made in stages, rather than made and then never reviewed or challenged.

### 1.3.5. MOVEMENT

Movement is an extremely important mental operation. It is central to the whole of creativity (deBono, p51). It is almost impossible to be creative without having some skill at "movement". Yet, movement is not a normal part of our thinking behavior except, perhaps, in poetry. In poetry it is moved forward from images and metaphors to meaning and feelings.

The brain acts as a self-organizing system which allows incoming information to organize itself as patterns, tracks, channels, sequences, and so on. This is why the brain
does such a job of allowing the designer to cope with the complex world around. This
patterning behavior is not in any sense a defect of the brain. On the contrary, it is the
main strength of the brain as an information mechanism.

Perception is the original formation and subsequent use of the patterns. This
involves “recognizing” the appropriate patterns and being sure that follow along the
pattern is done. This is where judgment comes in. Judgment is an essential part of
perception.

There is judgment that is exercised consciously, as with a judge in court or with
a teacher marking a paper or an industrial designer choosing from amongst some
textures for a product. As mentioned before this might be called “the black hat
thinking”. But there is also the judgment that happens automatically and unconsciously
in the brain: “what have we here?”. So it might be also named as “green hat thinking”.

Judgment has two main roles in perception. The first role is to find, identify,
match, or recognize the appropriate pattern. This happens almost automatically but may
need to be helped by conscious analysis which breaks down a situation into more easily
recognizable parts.

The second role of judgment is to be sure that the designer does not wander of
the judgment track. It points out the mistake, the wandering, the deviation, or the
mismatch and hastens back to the established track. This second aspect of judgment
deals with the rejection of ideas that are wrong and contrary to experience.

If provocation’s such as “cars with square wheels” or “planes landing upside
down” are presented to judgment then clearly they are, and should be, rejected
immediately. Judgment has its job to do and should do it properly. “Black hat” thinking
should be “efficient black hat” thinking. It is at this point, and for obvious reasons, that
teachers of creative thinking start talking about “suspending judgment”, “deferring
judgment,” “delaying judgment,” and so on. This is the traditional approach of
brainstorming. Unfortunately, this is far too weak. Telling people not to use judgment
does not tell them what to do. Telling people not to eat fried eggs for breakfast does not provide them with any breakfast.

“Movement” takes into mind, which is an active mental operation. This operation could be lessened, practiced, and used deliberately. Movement is not just an absence of judgment. But movement is the providing with oatmeal for breakfast instead of the, fried eggs.

The difference between judgment and movement is suggested in Figure 1.3.5. In judgment, when a designer comes to an idea to compare the idea with existing patterns of experience. If the idea does not fit, then it is rejected. That is good “black hat thinking”. In movement, an individual comes to an idea and totally uninterested in whether the idea is right or wrong or whether it fits his experience. He is solely interested in where he can “move” to and from the idea. It is seen that the attitude of seeking to move forward goes on. Judgment is static and is concerned with “is” and “is not.” Judgment is part of traditional rock logic. Movement is fluid and is concerned with to where it leads to. Movement is part of water logic with its flow and fluidity. Movement might also come under the green hat.

It is very important to appreciate that movement and judgment are totally different “games”. Someone teaches to play; contact bridge. Then someone else teaches to play poker. When it is time to play bridge then it is time to play good bridge and not bad poker. When it is time to play poker then it would be playing good poker and not bad bridge. So when judgment is used it is ought to be good judgment. But when, it is switched to movement then good movement is used or wanted. They are two separate mental operations and there is no compromise, in-between position.
a. The Use of Movement

Here it is better for the designer to consider the use of movement in order to move forward from a provocation to a useful new idea or concept. Without movement there is no sense in using provocation.

It should be said, however, that the use of movement in creativity is much wider than this. The use of movement with provocations is the extreme form of movement. How does a person move forward from an "impossible" provocation to something useful is the question that should be asked to let the designer get an advantage from what he is doing. But there are other occasions when the use of movement is not extreme. Movement could be used to move forward from a weak idea to a stronger one. Movement could be used to move forward from a suggestion to a concrete idea. Movement could be used to move forward from a concept to an idea.
The general sense of “movement” means the willingness to move forward in a positive exploring way rather than stopping to judge whether something is right or wrong. In creativity, the designer is indeed interested in arriving at practical, useful, valid ideas. The difference is that creativity accepts many ways of getting there. Every step in the process does not have to be accepted by judgment.

The general attitude of movement is important. Any one of the designers could say anything. One person is quick to judge whether what is said is correct and even seeks to find some small aspect of it that is not correct. Another person is interested in what the statement leads to. The difference is a matter of sequence. The first person uses the black hat at once. The second person uses the green hat (movement) and only later uses the black hat to assess a conclusion.

There are two broad ways of using movement: general attitude and systematic techniques.

**General Attitude**

This is the general willingness to move forward from a statement or provocation. There are new ideas that may occur at once. A person who has practiced movement and who is aware of the systematic techniques of movement will often get useful movement just by using this general attitude. The general attitude is always worth trying first. If the general attitude does not yield any useful results then it is worth trying the systematic techniques of government. When learning lateral thinking it makes sense to use the systematic techniques in order to build up a general skill of movement.

**Systematic Techniques**

There are five systematic techniques for getting movement from a provocation or statement. Each of these can be learned, practiced, and applied in a deliberate fashion. There is no need to use any of them on every occasion—but they are there to be used. All is very different from just telling people to “delay judgment.”
b. Techniques of Movement

Five techniques that can be used systematically to get movement will be described here. This does not mean that there are not other techniques or that the five given cannot be subdivided into others. In some cases the different techniques can overlap. This does not matter at all since the sole purpose of movement is to move forward to a new idea or concept.

1. Extract a Principle

The designers look at the provocation (provided by themselves or by others) they seek to extract a principle from the provocation. What is extracted may be a “principle” or a “concept” or a “feature” at an “aspect”. The choice of word is not important. It takes nothing from the provocation. The group or individual completely ignores the rest and now proceeds to work only with what has “extracted”. It is seeks to build a usable idea around this principle.

An advertising agency was seeking a “new advertising medium.” A provocation was suggested:

Po, bring back the town crier.

In a modern city with high-rise buildings, sealed ventilation, and a lot of traffic, a town crier would not be much good—but it is only a provocation. What principles, concepts, or features would be seen in a town crier may lead to a point:

- the town crier can go to where the people are
- the town crier can change the message according to the situation
- the town crier is a respected social figure
- the town crier is always up to date you cannot switch the town crier off.

Each one of these items could be “extracted” and used. The principle that was used was that you “could not switch the town crier off”. Now the group could forget all about the town crier and look around for a medium that would be unable (or at least,
unwilling) to turn off. The telephone comes to mind. The idea would be to have public
telephones that made no charge for a call because the conversation was interspersed
with advertising messages. Advertisers would pay for the insertion of these taped
messages and the caller would get free calls. This could be limited to local calls. This
has happened and is been done in Europe since 1997.

So it is to see how it is possible to move forward from a provocation to develop
an original idea which could have a real value.

2. Focus on the Difference

Here the provocation is compared with the existing idea or way of doing things.
The points of difference are spelled out and pursued to see if they might lead to some
interesting new idea. Even if the provocation appears to be very similar to what it
already is being done, a conscious effort is made to focus on this difference. Even if the
difference is only one percent, this “one” percent can be explored.

There is a “general-area-type” focus regarding a postage stamp. Someone puts
forward a provocation:

Po, stamps should be long and very thin.

The designers focus on the “difference”:

- you could put messages on the stamps
- the stamp would leave more space for the address
- you could use the stamp to seal the envelope
- stamps might be sold in self adhesive rolls
- the length of the stamp might be proportional to the value
- the stamp could be folded around to be on the back of the envelope, too

The suggestion that the length of the stamp might indicate the value follows
directly from the “difference” of the long dimension new available. This suggests that a
unit of length might represent a unit of value. So there would be no need to put a value on the stamp, which would just be divided into “postal units.” These postal units would be purchased at the prevailing price like units of electricity or gas. This concept could now be carried back to stamps of normal shape which would carry no value but would be designated “internal mail,” “first class mail,” and so on. Such stamps would be purchased at the going price.

So we see that an idea stimulated by the provocation can be applied back to normal stamps. There are other ideas that might be worth pursuing. Some of these might require the long thin stamp of the provocation. Occasionally the provocation itself turns out to have a direct value even though this is not the purpose of a provocation.

3. Moment to Moment

This is possibly the most powerful of the techniques of movement. Here the designer imagines of the provocation being put into effect—even if this involves fantasy. It is visualized of what would happen “moment to moment.” It is not being interested in the final result, but only in the “moment-to-moment” happenings. It is like watching a videotape frame by frame to watch what is going on. From this observation, the creator seeks to develop some interesting concept or idea.

Po, bicycles have square wheels.

Here the person should imagine a bicycles with square wheels. This bicycles starting to roll. The square wheel rises up on its corner. This would lead to a very bumpy ride. But the suspension could anticipate this rise and could adjust by getting shorter. This leads to the concept of an adjusting suspension. This in turn leads to the idea of a vehicle for going over rough ground. A jockey wheel would signal back the state of the ground to the suspension which would then adjust so that the wheel was raised to follow the “profile” of the ground. In this way the bicycles would “flow” over the ground rather than bump on the ground. This was an idea first suggested about the case study. Today several companies such as Bianchi and Bisan are working on “suspensions” which behaves in a similar way.
Po, planes land upside down.

This seems totally absurd except that provocations are never absurd. Someone remarks that when a plane was coming in to land the pilot would get a better view of the landing area. This is typical moment-to-moment movement. From this, comes a consideration of where pilots are placed. in aircraft. When planes were very small the pilot had to sit on top. This has remained the chosen place. But a question of wondering if it is the best place may arise. Or even would it stay alike at all times? The Concorde comes in at so steep an angle that the pilot cannot see anything. So there is a mechanism to drop the nose of the plane to allow the pilot vision. Perhaps the pilot could be placed somewhere else for landing. There would also be video cameras at selected points.

Po, in petrol stations there should be no people serving customers.

This comment came from a three person group in the industrial design department of Izmir Institute of technology. The question was if whether the stations could be switched to self-services or not. The problem focused on the “do-it-yourself” concept of customers. The comment that would have been given on customers in Turkey, is to such as “Customers in Turkey want people to serve them. It is rather distinct to see people fulfilling their ego with this service. So it may not be a very good idea to put such a system in such a country. In contrast to this, it is not the same in countries of Europe, individuals there have the potential of doing the job themselves”.

4. Positive Aspects

This is the simplest of the movement techniques. It is more yellow hat than green hat. The designer looks directly for any benefits or positive aspects in the provocation. What values are immediately present etc. Here the individual is interested in what is directly present rather than what the provocation might lead to. Then take this value and seek to move forward with it to a new idea.
Po, cars should have their engines on the roof.

There would be trouble with transmission and the high center of gravity but there are many positive aspects as well:

- Ease of access to the engine for maintenance
- Less risk of engine damage in a collision
- Equal weight distribution on both axles
- More space in the car or a shorter car
- Less impeded air flow for cooling

From this might come the idea of a shorter mid-engine car with the passengers sitting above the engine platform. When a value is turned up by the provocation then the designer or engineer tries to find ways of achieving the same value in a more practical fashion. To concern oneself with the value and try to build an idea around it.

5. Circumstances

"Under what circumstances would this provocation have a direct value?" is another question to be asked. A glass could not be put down until the drink in it had finished so perhaps bars could sell more drinks. In flooded conditions, a car with the engine on the roof would have a direct value because it would be possible to drive in a little, getting movement to look around for special circumstances that would give value to the provocation.

Po, drinking glasses should have rounded bottoms.

"Under what circumstances would rounded bottoms have a direct value?"

It could not be able to put down the glass until a person has finished his or her drink so perhaps bars would sell more drinks. The person would not put down the glass unless he placed it in a special holder so perhaps polished furniture would not get white
rings on it because all glasses would need to be placed in special holders rather than being placed anywhere.

It is obvious that there is a great deal of overlap. For example, with the round bottom glasses there is an element of “moment-to-moment” movement as it is visualized to see someone putting down an emptied glass. There is also an element of positive aspects when to examine the long thin shape of the provocative stamp.

Here, considering a final example:

Po, everyone who wants to be famous, should use a yellow bicycle.

Here a designer can take each of the movement methods and put down just one point for each.

**Extract a principle:** the principle that the user should be able to indicate his or her ambitions for fame in an unmistakable way

**Focus on the difference:** ambitious people would now make themselves visible. Is it better to try to give ambition to the talented or to try to give talent to the already ambitious? This is an interesting training question.

**Moment to moment:** when a cyclist gets a red bicycle and wants to go out for a ride, in the morning; A brother or sister might say, “why no yellow bicycle today” So there might be the beginning of an idea to involve families in motivating cyclists.

**Positive aspects:** anyone using a yellow bicycle has made a declaration to himself or herself and may try to live up to this.

**Circumstances:** anyone being served would prefer to go to a service using a yellow bicycle because service might be better and also because a complaint would be more meaning.

It may be noted that, certain aspects of the movement techniques are analytical and “convergent” hence “creative”. This is why a general “divergent” attitude of thinking is not sufficient for effective creativity. Moment to moment involves both fantasy but also an analytical attempt to see what might happen. The search for positive aspects is also analytical. Extracting a principle has an analytical aspect too.
c. Possible Results of Movement

As proceeding with “movement”, a number of things may happen.

**Negatives**

When it is focused on the difference or when to proceed “moment to moment” there may well be some genuinely negative points that arise. Such negative points should never be put forward because it becomes so easy to fall back into simple judgment. The negative points should be observed and a conscious attempt made to move forward from them to a useful idea. For example, it might be said that a person who persistently used the yellow bicycle but never got famous might get rather fed up. This is perfectly true. But perhaps it would be better for that person to know at once that he is not going to get famous (as soon as he used the yellow bicycle) rather than to wait for years in a false hope.

**Old Ideas**

Sometimes movement tracks back into old ideas. When this occurs, a conscious effort needs to be made to develop other mutes. There is no virtue at all in simply connecting a provocation to an already known idea.

**Interesting Point**

Movement may take the thinker to an “interesting point.” This sense of “interesting” is important. The point need not have value but there is the sense that it has potential. As skill builds in creative thinking, students get better at noting interests: “I feel that there is something here” There is a sense of potential to pause and look around. It is the same feeling as the one a driver would get when driving around the countryside and coming across, an “interesting” village. There is no hurry in movement. It is of the times when it is better to think very slowly because that way it is possible to notice more.
**Difference**

"Difference" is itself a strong point of interest. A designer notices a concept or idea when it is different from what has gone before. It is notice that ones own thinking is taking a different line. Difference is always worth exploring to see if it leads to any significant value. An individual can explore for difference and can follow up reference. Points of difference or change in thinking are all worth noting even if they do not lead anywhere useful at the moment.

**Value**

This is a prize "catch." When it is time to come across a point of value or obvious benefit then it is obvious to measure it. To dwell on the value and appreciate it. Then look around to compare this new value with what existed before. Finally to make an effort it is time to see if this same value can be obtained in another, more practical way. People do this as when they see a new design.

Whenever it is to reach a final idea in lateral thinking it should always important look around to see if the "value" can be obtained in a simpler or more practical way. Value becomes the fixed point in what alternative ways of providing this value might there be.

**Reach a Concept**

Whatever the provocation, it is usually possible to reach interesting concepts even if they do not immediately offer. There is a need to spell out such concepts in order to be more aware of them. Fresh concepts are compared with old established ones. There is an attempt to redefine and to strengthen the concept.

It may not always be possible to go forward from a concept to a practical way of putting it into action. So concepts should be listed and stored as part of the output of the
provocative exercise. Concepts have a right to exist on their own. Concepts are not just steps in the process of getting an idea.

Finally, an attempt is made to move from the concept to practical ideas for putting it into effect. Sometimes these may be realistic ideas, but at other times, they may be no more than “for instance” ideas to show how the concept might be applied.

**Reaching an Idea**

The desired output of any creative session is a usable new idea. Occasionally, such an idea may occur directly as a result of the application of the provocative technique. More often there is a hint of an idea or the beginning of an idea that needs a lot more work done on it before it can be considered usable or fit for judgment.

Sometimes movement reaches an idea, which is obviously impractical or unusable in its present form. In such cases, there is an attempt to pull back from the idea to the concept behind the idea. This concept can be stored as such an attempt that it may also be made to seek another way of carrying through the concept. There is always some value in “for instance” ideas because they show some concept in action.

**Nowhere**

Sometimes movement gets nowhere. Thinking always seems to come back to established ideas. In such cases an attempt should be made to “harvest” as much as possible from the thinking session. It is also useful to acknowledge, “I have not gotten anywhere useful”. There is little point in continuing to think about the matter. The designer should try again later with a different provocation or a different technique. There is nothing promising that every time it is set out, it would be creative or that it will get to be a wonderful idea. It will build up more confidence through acknowledging that it has not gotten anywhere than by trying even harder and still failing.
Confidence

What is important, is to try to build up a fluency, skill, and confidence in the movement process so that whenever a designer wishes can set out to use movement. As to build up skill and confidence then results will occur more frequently.

The individual cannot be confident in the mental operation of movement, it will get a wonderful idea every time it is sought. However, it can become confident that the designer can use the process of movement with skill and fluency.

When a thinker becomes confident in the mental operation of movement, it will be obvious for him to find that it is possible to apply movement to any provocation whatsoever, no matter how illogical or nonsense it may seem.

1.3.6 WHY -WHAT - WHEN - WHERE - WHO - HOW?

Asking questions is another way of expressing the design strategy. Ask “Why” a problem is occurring and then ask “Why” four more times.

For example...

1. Why has the tire of the bicycle blown?
   It was because of an overload on a weak tire.
2. Why was it a weak tire?
   There wasn't enough material used.
3. Why wasn't enough material used?
   The cost of the tire would go up too much.
4. Why would the cost go up too much?
   The material is bought from another country.
5. Why is it bought from another country.

---

6 According to Chic Thompson from “What a Great Idea”,
No manufacturer produced this material in Turkey.

"THE PRODUCTION OF TIRES BEGINS".

The Six Universal Questions

Idea Generators i.e. designers should be aware of a simple universal truth. There are only six questions that one human can ask another:

- What?
- Where?
- When?
- How?
- Why?
- Who?

To draw a mind map of the problem with these six words as nodes on the map would be a good way of knowing what is going on in the mind.

Figure 1.3.6
CHAPTER 2
CREATIVITY IN THE DESIGN PROCESS

Introduction:

This chapter is to be totally different from the previous chapters hence to show the strict techniques to be taken in the procedure of creativity. The following techniques and definitions of design etc. are to put an engineering touch to creativity that would be a restriction to industrial design creativity.

2.1 Definition of Design and the Design Process

2.1.1 Introduction to Design

In this part the concepts “designing” and “design” will be taken from dictionaries. The word “design” will be noted not only as a definition but also as a concept in creativity.

Design with various meanings, ranging from conceiving a plan in the mind, whatever this plan may be, to making a drawing or pattern of something to be made or built.

The following focuses on design in the more limited sense of “designing material products”. For that purpose “design” is defined as “to conceive the idea for some artifact or system and/or to express the idea in an embeddable form (Oxford Advanced Dictionary).

Usually the function, or a set of functions of a new product, will be given to the designer at the outset. The design problem is defined as to find a suitable geometrical and physico-chemical form for the product and its parts, so that the given function, or functions, can be fulfilled. Products are “designed” to be “made” and to be “used”. Making and using are the actions. Then it shall therefore continue with an analysis of
the structure of human action. By acting, people set the autonomous events of nature onto a new course. In doing so, people can make an ally of parts of the material reality and include these as an “instrument” in their actions. Moreover, people can invent and make instruments. Here it should be encountered that the phenomenon of “technology” is important. Technology encompasses the invention and making of instruments, as well as their operation and use. The analysis of the structure of technical action demonstrates which elements play a role in action, and how they are linked to one another. The analysis will also show how essential designing is for technical action.

It shall be concluded later, with a more formal analysis of some important patterns of reasoning. Designing is a process in which all sorts of things are done (drawing, building models, experimenting, research etc.), but above all, it is a process of goal-directed reasoning. The reasoning from function to form is a form of reductive reasoning. This means that the conclusion (the design) does not indisputably follow from the premises (the function to be fulfilled), and that, in principle, there are always many good solutions. The reasoning from function to form is a creative process, which can be encouraged methodically, but cannot be logically be guaranteed.

2.1.2 The Design Problem

A product is a material system, which is made by people for its properties. Because of these properties it can fulfil one or more functions. By fulfilling functions, a product satisfies needs, and gives people the possibilities to realize one or more values. Figure 2.1.2.a shows this state of affairs.
In general, the development of new products proceeds in the opposite direction. The more to the right it is started (Figure 2.1.2.a), the more open-ended the product development process will be. If several designers were to be instructed to develop a product such as a bicycle, no matter what that would contribute to the value of “enjoying nature”, one of them would come up with a tandem, another with an easy HPV (human-powered vehicle as the bean) and still another with racing bike and so on.

However, usually product designers do not start entirely to the right of the diagram. The product development process can be divided in two parts, namely product planning and strict development. In the product planning phase one seeks product ideas that fit with the company and the market. Of course seeking is meant to be as creative as possible. Reasoning back from the goals (values) of the company to statements on functions that are worth fulfilling forms the nucleus of this part of process of product development. The actual designing of products takes place in the strict development phase. The nucleus of that phase is reasoning back from statements on functions to statements on the form of the product. The structures form is tried to be reasoned. To find the answer to the reasoning, the designer should first study what statements are made in the design process.

In the manufacturing processes an in-going material is transformed into an out-going material (please refer to frame building in Appendix A). In doing so, energy and information are transformed. What is usually “immediately evident is that the geometrical form of the in-going material changes in the manufacturing process, for example when machining a part. There are, however, also manufacturing processes that change the physicochemical form (the properties of the material) of an object. For example, by welding two pipes (of a bicycle) together in a factory would give the structure a different hardening, apart one changes the physicochemical form. Forging of a pipe end to form the fork would also change the pipe thickness as it gets to the end (figures 2.1.2.b).
Forging is a process of forming metal parts by the use of heat and pressure. Forging develops a grain structure in the metal, which makes it stronger in the direction that it has been stretched. Forging is done in special molds called "dies", and when the dies are properly designed to take advantage of the grain structure introduced by the forging process, the resulting parts are stronger in the important directions than those manufactured by CNC machining.

Yet, it is inevitable that the dimensions of the part change a little as well (not actually too much in comparison to the size of the tubes "pipes" used).

In manufacturing, changes of geometrical and physicochemical form always go together, but usually these changes are not actually wanted at the same time. The geometrical and physicochemical form that a product must have after the manufacturing process, is the design of the product. It has been thought up by a designer and laid down in a technical drawing. Thus, a technical drawing can be seen as the coding of two kinds of categorical statements which comprise a design: statements as to geometrical form (this product is so and so long) and statements as to the physicochemical form (this product is of steel).

Because of its form, a product has certain properties, such as weight, strength, hardness, color etc. Although usually describing properties categorically, it actually would be claimed that some corresponding hypothetical statement is true for the object
concerned. For example, if the categorically state that "the stiffness of this construction is a great value", then the bicycle designers thus claim that the following hypothetical statement on that construction is true:

"If this construction is loaded in the manner, then it will be deformed in the other manner". The first-part of the hypothetical statement is called the antecedent, the second part the consequence (Roozenberg 1991).

An object has as many properties as true hypothetical statements can be made about it. Each property tells thinkers something about the reaction the object (design) will show if brought into a certain environment and used in a certain way. The total of all properties describes the behavior to be expected under certain conditions.

Designers distinguish between intensive and extensive properties. Intensive properties depend on the physicochemical form only, such as specific gravity. Extensive properties, or thing properties, are results of intensive properties plus the geometrical form; for example, the weight of a bicycle. In designing, one is especially interested in the extensive properties, as these directly determine the functioning of the product. By choosing a certain material, the designer immediately sets many intensive properties for a product, both good and less desirable ones (steel is stiff, but it is heavy and rusts; aluminum is less heavy and does not corrode, but is more floppy). The art of designing is to give the product such a geometrical form that has the desired extensive properties, also including the intensive ones too (table 2.1.2.a.).
Table 2.1.2.a. Material properties and construction of bicycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEEL</th>
<th>TITANIUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pros:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Pros:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Inexpensive</td>
<td>- Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Strong</td>
<td>- Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Stiff</td>
<td>- Resilient and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Resilient and</td>
<td>“lively” feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“lively” feel</td>
<td>- Shock absorbing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Easy to work</td>
<td>- Non-corrosive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with and repair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Cons:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Heavy</td>
<td>- Expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Corrosive</td>
<td>- Designs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Designs limited</td>
<td>limited by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by available tubes and lugs</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Assembly produces weaker, heat- affected zones</td>
<td>tubes and lugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Not easily repaired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALUMINUM</th>
<th>CARBON FIBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pros:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Pros:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fairly inexpensive</td>
<td>- Lightest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Adequately strong</td>
<td>- Strongest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Shock absorbing</td>
<td>- Best shock absorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Non-corrosive</td>
<td>- Unlimited design applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Non-corrosive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- High fatigue resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Some designs are easily repaired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Cons:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fatigue risk requires overbuilding</td>
<td>- Expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lack of resilience gives “dead” feel</td>
<td>- Technology still evolving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Not easily repaired</td>
<td>- Strength and stiffness are design dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Bonded joints can fail</td>
<td>- Bonded, rugged designs can fail at joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Molded styles have limited sizes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The function of a product is the intended and deliberately caused ability to bring about a transformation of a part of the environment of the product.

To realize a goal, a goal is a desired state. Something must be changed in the environment. The natural process of change that affects this environment - including mankind - should be adjusted by the product in a desired direction. Some process should run differently than it would without the product; a coffee mill changes beans to ground coffee, a chair supports (prevents one from becoming tired), and a poster provides information (decreases uncertainty).

![Diagram of coffee mill function](image)

Figure 2.1.2.c. The function of a coffee mill as a black-box

Functions of products can be described in different ways, such as in normal language, in mathematical formulae, or as a "black box" (figure 2.1.2.c). Particularly the last form of representation is often used in design. Yet, whatever representation is chosen, actually statements are made on the intended behavior of the product. Those statements have a hypothetical form, just like statements on properties. For example: in grinding coffee, a final state S2 is wanted, which yields ground coffee (with a certain size of granule) and a coffee mill that is not too worn out. It is assumed that there is a beginning state S1, which is characterized by a certain amount of beans of a certain
kind, the availability of energy in a certain form, no extreme temperatures, etc. If this intended behavior were put into the form of statements, would result with the hypothetical form \( S_1 \Rightarrow S_2 \) (read as: if \( S_1 \) then \( S_2 \), or \( S_1 \) implies \( S_2 \)).

Unlike statements on properties, statements on functions are normative. A product has certain properties or does not have them, irrespective of the purpose of a user. Functions, however, are imposed on products; they have to be fulfilled, otherwise the intended goal will not be reached. “Function” is a general concept. It refers to the purpose of a product, which is usually many-sided. Designers can therefore talk about the technical, the ergonomic, the aesthetic, the semantic, the business economic, the social and other functions of a product. The detailed description of “the function” of a product in all its aspects leads to the design specification; this is the list of all properties that the product should possess to achieve its purpose.

A person can think up all sorts of functions and try to design a product for them, but it must be asked whether that product really behave as intended. To begin with, this it depends on its form, for the form determines the extensive properties. Each product has many extensive properties, and each extensive property, or group of extensive properties, represents a possibility to function. But there is more: a product must also be used in a certain manner. Of the many properties that any product possesses, usually only notice a few. Properties only become “invisible” when the designer does something with the product. Properties are hypothetical statements, and even if such a statement is true, the consequence only becomes evident when the designer actualizes the antecedent. To do so, it is actually desired to bring the object into certain conditions (iron has the property that it rusts, but only when it meets water). A product “with the required properties therefore functions in the intended manner”, only if it is used in an environment and in a way that the designer has thought up and prescribed. The instructions for use are not given facts for the designer, like the function, but are thought up - together with the form of the product - and thus form an essential part of the design. Figure 2.1.2.d shows how the functioning of a product depends on its form and its use. The arrows indicate causal relations. The designer, however, should reason against the direction of the arrows. Given a desired function, the form should be thought of also including its use, and this should be done in such a way that, if the user acts in
accordance with the usage instructions, the intended function is realized. This is the kernel of the design problem. The descriptions - represented in whatever manner - of the form plus the use of the product form the design. The process of thinking, supported by all sorts of doing, which lead to these directions, is designing (Roozenberg 1991).

Figure 2.1.2.d: The functioning of a product

To clarify figure 2.1.2.d, below is a simple example:

The form of a crowbar is described in categorical statements: this crowbar is made of steel, has a length of 850 mm, a diameter of 30 mm, etc. The function of a crowbar is "enlarging force", that is to say: if, on a crowbar, at point P a force F1 works in direction x, there results at point Q a force F2 in direction y, This is a hypothetical statement. If the design of the crowbar is given, that is to say, if all dimensions are known, the material, and how and what for it is used, then a calculation, with the help of the formulae of mechanics will be done. How large F2 will be as a result of F1, how much it will bend, and whether it will resist the stresses involved will be found. This reasoning from form to function (or rather: to functioning) - in figure 2.1.2.d. from left to right - is based on deduction. In principle there is only one type of answer: the product has or does not have the required properties. With a certain form of crowbar and certain values of F1, x and y, one value of F2 corresponds.
Nevertheless, a crowbar can fulfill different functions. If it is used in another environment or in another manner, other laws of nature become operative and other transformations will take place. Each transformation corresponds to a function that the product can fulfill (e.g. that of a hammer). Thus the form determines the potential of functions for a product (Roozenberg 1991).

However important the reasoning from form to function might be, the essential mode of reasoning in designing is to reason from function to form. The form of the product to be designed is then the unknown. The question arises whether we can infer the geometrical and physicochemical form from the function, by conclusive reasoning, given the designer knowledge of the laws of nature. The answer is no; in principle there are always different possibilities. The form of a new type of crowbar cannot be calculated from its function - enlarging force - with the help of mechanics. The required stiffness and strength can be achieved with many different materials, with shapes and dimensions attuned thereto. Only by making an arbitrary choice for all degrees of freedom minus one can the remaining form factor be unambiguously determined.

The indefiniteness of the transition function to form goes even further, for a lever is not the only technical principle to enlarge force. This can also be accomplished with the help of pulleys and cables, gear-wheels and hydraulics, and new principles can be invented. In figure 2.1.2.d the thinking process function to form proceeds from right to left. It is based on reductive reasoning and is a creative process. This does not mean that scientific and technical knowledge does not play a part. Causal models indicate the direction in which may choices can be made (choice of material, choice of geometric shapes, choice of one or more key dimensions as in table 2.1.2.a.). Yet this never leads to an unambiguous answer. The number of solutions is in principle even innumerable.

Here lies the great challenge for designers and for design methodology, for the most important step in designing is not to predict the properties of a product already thought up, but the preceding step of conceiving of the form of that product. In a rather poignant contrast to this stands the fact that for the transition form function much scientific knowledge and methods are available, while the transition function form
depends largely on the creative abilities and insight of the designer. Nevertheless, there are many successful practical examples, which can often serve as a guideline. Design methods can also be useful aids. Yet, whatever course engineering sciences and design methodology might take for the transition of function to form, the crucial step in any design process, creativity and intuition remain the driving forces.

In the preceding analysis much has been left out in order to highlight the kernel of product designing. One important characteristic of present day production is the separation of manufacturing and using products. A product must therefore function in at least to respects. Users see the product as an object they buy to satisfy some of their needs. This is called the socio-economic function of a product. For the manufacturer, the product must fulfill a business economic function (profit), with social functions, such as providing employment, following naturally there from (figure 2.1.2.e).

![Diagram of product design process]

Figure 2.1.2.e. The dual functioning of a product

The business economic function is usually not aimed at with just one product, but with a series of identical products. The determination of the proper manufacturing methods for the numbers to be run off is just as important for the success of the business as the product design itself. For the product designer, the size of the run is usually a given datum, but for product development as a whole this element must also be thought up as part of the plan for the new business activity. In a broader sense, the product design problem can therefore be phrased as: to think up (the creation process) the form
of the product (geometry and material), the usage, as well as the manufacturing, given a business economic and socioeconomic function, and given a certain size of the run.

The means-ends chains of producer and user end in the value domain, and value conflicts between users and producers are more rules than exception. The environmental issue is a clear example. For designers this causes many complications. They cannot restrict themselves to "embodying" a technical principle as effectively as possible, but must, negotiate between often opposing objectives.

2.2 THE DESIGN PROCESS DISINTEGRATED

The new methods reviewed as steps towards an expanded design process that is becoming necessary to the continued development of the man-made world are reviewed. It is an attempt at sketching out a large enough, and loose enough, picture of this expanded designing to accommodate the many new methods and to suggest how they relate, not only to each other, but also to what came before and to what looks like coming next. The main conclusion of the chapter is that at the moment are the confusing results of pulling the traditional design method to pieces. The reintegration of these pieces into a coherent new process that would operate effectively over all levels of generality and detail, has yet to be achieved. The following of present fragmentation of design thinking gives some idea of what needs to be done to complete the transformation.

The obvious agreement between the inventors of new methods is their assumption that scale drawings can no longer be the main instruments of designing. This, is because innovation at the system level requires freedom to drastically alter not only the components of which a product is made but also the kinds of product that go to make up a new system and the organization of the community that the new system is to serve. A second point of agreement between design methodologists is that the thinking (creativity process) that designers are accustomed to keep to themselves has now to be externalized so that the many people (including users), whose knowledge is relevant to designing at the systems level, can put forward their ideas at an early stage and can share in the taking of critical decisions. An equally good reason for externalizing design
thinking is to make possible design automation i.e. the use of computers to speed up those parts of the design process for which the thinking is sufficiently well understood to be represented by a mathematical model or process.

The most characteristic feature of the literature on design methods is the prevalence of block diagrams, matrices and networks of man kinds that resemble to varying degrees, the diagrams and calculations that computer programmers use. It can be regarded to this mapping of interrelationships as an attempt to find something more tangible than thinking but less detailed than a scaled drawing, with which to portray the complexity of desiring at the systems level: a means of giving the systems designer a wide enough “perceptual span”.

This key idea of a network seems to be both useful and misleading. It is useful when the items and relationships of which it is composed can be related to physical entities that are capable of being measured, or made to exist. It is, however, only too easy to forget about the relationship between the network and the real world (existing or possible) and to deceive oneself into believing that whatever can be drawn as a network can also be produced. A recurrent difficulty, is that of distinguishing between realistic and unrealistic networks and of deciding what variables or categories to represent. So far at least, this seems to be a skill that can be “learnt by doing” but is difficult or impossible to teach.

One could sum up the whole business of designing at the systems level by the analogy with an explorer looking for hidden treasure. A new problem is like an unknown land, of unknown extent in which the explorer searches by making a network of journeys. This network is not something that exists before the beginning, but there is an approach to invent, either before the start or as it is proceeded.

Design methods are like the navigational tools and charts that are used to plot the course of the journey so as to maintain some control over where cues. The process continues until it is bound to come across the treasure long before it has been searched every millimeter of the ground. The main objective of a designer, in mapping the track of the search, is to make as much sense as can be made of every fragmentary clue that
he can find so that it can be arrived at the treasure without spending a lifetime on the search. Designing, like navigation, would be a straightforward matter if one did not have to depend upon inadequate information in the first place. The point at which this analogy breaks down is in the nature of the space to be searched. The designer's landscape is his creativity, unlike that of the explorer, is an unstable and imaginary one: It changes its form according to the assumptions that the individual is obliged to make and according to the willingness of others to put ones own plans into effect.

Here a question may be asked if there is any connection between intuitive (black box) methods and rational (glass box) methods on the other. A related question is whether the many methods are to be regarded as alternative ways of designing or else as elements that can be combined within a single design strategy. The answer to these two questions is that none of the design methods that have appeared so far is as complete as it looks and that some mixture of both rationality and intuition is needed in the solving of any design problem. The way in which this mixing of judgment and calculation is to be achieved is not settled, and is perhaps not capable of being settled, except for a particular problem and for a particular person. It depends upon the quantity of objective evidence available and upon the skill and experience of whoever is to do the mixing.

Having it to be the design team to construct its own strategies, using any combination of new or old methods that may seem appropriate, there remains the question of understanding what one is doing. Is there any general theory, or set of principles, to which one can refer selecting and combining design methods? The plain answer is “no”. nothing like enough is yet known about the behavior of designers, or about design problems. to attempt an explanation that could be verified best observation and experiment. All that can be done at present is classify, and speculate, in the hope of making it easier to understand what it is that makes the construction of an effective design strategy, in which rational and intuitive methods are combined, so difficult for many people to do and for anyone to explain.

It should be mentioned that not everyone shares the view that designing cannot at present be explained. (Archer 1968), in his thesis on the structure of design processes, presents a unified rational picture that is explicable at all points, once the protagonists
have recorded a set of micro-judgements upon which the process is based. As will be
seen in the following much looser view of designing, there is reason to doubt whether
proposals for restricting intuition to the start is possible in the uncertain, that precise and
accompanies innovation. There may, however, be many well-defined design problems
to which Archer’s rational procedure could be useful application

**Designing as a three-stage process:**

It is one of the simplest and most common observations about designing. And
one, upon which many writers are, is that it includes the three essential stages of
analysis, synthesis and evaluation. These can be described in simple words as “breaking
the problem into pieces”, “putting the pieces together in a new way” and “testing to
discover the consequences of putting the new arrangement into practice”. Most design
theorists agree that it is usual to cycle many times through this science and some,
(Asimow, Watts, 1966) suggest that each cycle is progressively less general and more
detailed than the one before it.

The three stages that are described below do not necessarily fit together to form
a universal strategy composed of ever more detailed cycles. They are more elementary
than that being merely categories into which the many loose ends of design theory, as it
now exists, can be discussed at the inexact, or faithful, level that designers partial
knowledge and partial ignorance permit.

The three stages are here named **divergence, transformation and convergence.**
These names are meant to refer more to the new problems of system designing than to
the traditional procedures of product and of engineering design. Confusing and
unhelpful as it may be to a professional designer to think of these three things, as
separated, there is little doubt that their separation is prerequisite to whatever changes of
methodology the necessary at each stage before they can be reintegrated to form a
process that works well at the systems level.
2.2.1 DIVERGENCE

This term refers to the act of extending the boundary of a design situation so as it has a large and fruitful enough search space in which to seek a solution this is the creativity section that the human brain deals with. All the methods of exploring design situation fall into this category (Jones p65). The properties of this category are as follows;

(a) The objectives are unstable and tentative,
(b) The problem boundary is unstable and undefined.
(c) Evaluation is deferred: nothing is disregarded if it seems to be relevant the problem however may conflict with anything else.
(d) The sponsor’s brief is treated as a starting point for investigation and is expected to be revised or evolved, during divergent (creative) search, and possibly at later stages as well (but not without the sponsors agreement).
(e) The aim of the designers is to deliberately increase the uncertainty, to let themselves get preconceived solutions, and to reprogram their brains with a mass of information that is thought to be relevant.
(f) One objective of research carried out at this stage is to test the sensitivity of such important elements as sponsors, users, markets, producers etc. to the consequences of shifting the objectives and problem boundaries in many direction and to varying degrees. The directions in which such sensitivities are explored may depend very much on what inconsistencies and conflicts are found to be present in the existing situation.

It may be useful to think of divergent search as being a testing for stability, or instability, in everything connected with the problem. An attempt to discover what, in the hierarchy of community values, systems, products and components (and also in the minds of those who will take critical decisions) is susceptible to chance and what are to be regarded as fixed points of reference. Stable and unstable points are just as likely to be discovered at that low level of products and components as they are at the higher levels of collective goals and personal value judgments no orderly picture can be expected to emerge at this stage. The aim of the designers is to avoid as far as it can be
done. Imposing a premature pattern upon what the designer discovers. Decisions should be deferred until the next stage, by which time the individual should know enough about the background of the problem to be able to envisage the probable consequences of organizing data in any selective way.

It should be noted that the methods appropriate to this stage involve both rational and intuitive actions (Jones, p66) and that many of them require leg-work rather than armchair speculation. A common error of newcomers to design methodology is to be far too speculative at this stage and to fail to see the point of fact-finding before any critical decisions are taken and before discovering what it is that is to be looking for. The skills necessary for this pre-design activity come much more readily to people trained in such subjects as easy writing scientific research and statistical analysis than they do to those who have been trained for the design professions, i.e. engineering, architecture, industrial design, urban planning etc. Designers may have quite a lot of unlearning to do before they can maintain the detachment, flexibility and breadth of view that is appropriate before design decisions are taken and before it is wise to get involved in anything approaching a cut-and-dried solution.

The costs of this kind of pre-design work can easily be out of control. It is essential to anchor the work to realistic judgments of the magnitude of the penalties for not collecting information, which is usually done by the producer. It is equally necessary to divert a proportion of the search cost to the business of guiding the search rather than carrying it out. It is, for instance, more important to verify that the reliable and relevant sources of information are being tapped than to go on tapping in the hope that something useful will turn up, or just because the searcher happens to know that the source of information exists. The main error at this stage is to ask the wrong questions. The tasks of posing questions, of deciding, where to go for the answers and of estimating, how rough or precise the answers need to be, should be given to the most experienced and intelligent people whose help can be enlisted. In short it can be said that the aim of divergent search is to de-structure, or to destroy, the original brief while identifying these features of the design situation that will permit a valuable and feasible degree of change. To search divergently is also to provide, as cheaply and quickly as
possible, sufficient new experience and new creative ideas to counteract any false assumptions that the design team members, and the sponsors, held at the start.

2.2.2 TRANSFORMATION

This is the stage of pattern-making, fun, high-level creativity, flashes of insight, changes of set, inspired guesswork; everything that makes designing a delight. It is also the critical stage when big blunders can be made, when wishful thinking or narrow mindedness can prevail and when valid experience and sound judgment are necessary. This is the stage when judgments of values, as well as of technicalities, are combined in decisions that should reflect the political, economic and operational realities of the design situation. Out of all this comes the general character, or pattern, of what is being designed, a pattern that is perceived as appropriate but cannot be proved to be right. As has been pointed out by Manheim (p67) one cannot achieve an optimal solution only an optimal search. There is no way of being sure that what is done will, in the end, be “best”. Beer (1966) suggest that only in retrospect can one decide that the search, rather than the goal was worthwhile.

Many methods entail small degrees of transformation here and there. The methods that are predominantly transformational and are grouped together, methods of searching for ideas, methods of exploring problem structure.

The chief characteristics of the transformation stage which can occur unexpectedly at any time but which should only be applied after sufficient divergence has occurred are listed below:

(a) The main objective is to impose upon the results of a divergent search. A pattern that is precise enough to permit convergence to the single design that must eventually be decided upon and fixed in every detail. The chosen pattern must reflect all the realities of the situation. Pattern-making, is the creative act of turning a complicated problem into a simple one by changing its form and by deciding what to emphasize and what to overlook.
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(b) This is the stage when objectives, brief and problem boundaries are fixed, when critical variables are identified, when constraints are recognized, when opportunities are taken and when judgments are made.

(c) It is also the stage when the problem is split up into sub-problems each of which is judged to be capable of solution in series, or in parallel, and in relative isolation. The instruments at this vital stage are the specialized words and symbols that are invented to define sections of the problem. These comprise the “problem language” upon which subsequent work will be based.

(d) The most important requirements for a successful transformation are, firstly, the freedom to change sub-goals, in order to find feasible ways of avoiding major compromises, and, secondly, the speed with which the feasibility and consequences of any particular choice of sub-goals can be predicted. This second requirement is almost you ask for the impossible because the act of changing sub-goals is that of jumping to an altogether different design. Such a change could introduce a fatal delay in the feedback of experience by which the choice of sub-goals must be informed. At the traditional level of product designing, quick feedback is ensured by relying largely on the chief designer judgment and on the speed and reliability with which he can try out alternative designs “on the back of an envelope” or “on a tissue when at a dinner in a restaurant”. At the system level the changing of sub-goals involves the testing of alternative products, as well as of alternative components, and feasibility can no longer be predicted by experience or by sketching. In this case the main hope is scientific testing. One well-chosen test, or “predictor action”, can provide feedback on the feasibility of a wide range of alternative product designs, thus providing the designers with sufficient room for maneuver for the transformation a whole system.

(e) The personal aspect of designing is most evident at this stage. In general, the stronger a person has a mental grasp of the world, the more intolerant he will be of any transformation, but the one he perceives as being correct. This is where “design by committee” can go wrong. Any voting that is done should be between one transformation and another; rival transformations should not be mixed, there will usually be several transformations each capable of achieving an acceptable, if different, result.
2.2.3. CONVERGENCE

The last of the three stages is that which, traditionally, is nearly the whole of designing, but which, under the impact of design automation, may eventually become the bit that people do not do. It is the stage after the problem has been defined, the variables have been identified and the objectives have been agreed. The designer’s aim becomes that of reducing the secondary uncertainties progressively until only one of many possible alternative designs is left as the final solution to be launched into the world.

The rational or “glass box” (Jones, p68) methods that, at least in principle, can be automated can also be shared out between assistants who need not have in their minds, a picture of the complete problem and can do without rapid access to relevant data. The main features of convergence are as follows:

(a) Persistence and rigidity of mind and method is a virtue; flexibility and vagueness are to be shunned. The main objective is to reduce uncertainty as fast as possible and anything that will help to rule out alternatives that are not worth investigating is of the greatest help, the main enemy is the rapidly rising cost of dealing with the problem in more and more detail as the point of convergence is approached. The most important decision is the order in which variety-reduced decisions are taken. As far as possibly this should be the reverse of their order of logical dependence, thus yielding a linear strategy with no recycling.

(b) The convergence concept is that unforeseen sub-problems prove to be critical i.e., to be insoluble unless an earlier design is changed, thus causing recycling. The objective of the magical transformation stage was, somehow or other, to pattern the problem in such a way that critical sub-problems are anticipated or avoided, by action at a more general level.

(c) The models used to represent the range of alternatives remaining should become less abstract and more detailed during consequence. In the case of system designing neither the scale drawing, nor the full-scale prototype, is general enough for any but the last parts of convergence. Mathematical models and
abstract analogues of many kinds are relevant to the earlier stages of convergence and comprise the main body of knowledge in applied science. Being so well known, and being so extensive.

(d) There is a choice of two fundamentally opposed strategies for converging. One is the conventional "out-in strategy", such as an industrial designer may employ when proceeding from the external shape a telephone to the arrangement of buttons, PCB etc. within it. The other is the "in-out strategy" that an industrial designer may also employ if begun with activities, or with buttons, and works outwards to they external shape. Usually it seems, a skilled designer will work from both ends at once. Creating problems for one at the points where out-in and in-out meet and probably fail to match.

(e) Many of the new design methods imply an exclusively in-out strategy with solution of sub-problems in isolation before any thought is given to their combination, the solution of sub-problems is independent of their mode of combination. To sum up we can say that to converge is to reduce a range of options to a single chosen design as quickly and cheaply as can be mannered and without the need for unforeseen retreats. This is the only aspect of designing that appears to lend itself to a wholly rational explanation and which can, in some cases at least, be done entirely by a computer. There remain, however, some doubts.

These can be summed up in the thought that a rational description of how one got there last time not be an adequate guide to the next journey that one undertakes. This might only be the production information that would be a guided tour in "how to get" to the solution but not on how "it had been" to the solution".

2.3. CHOOSING DESIGN STRATEGIES AND METHODS

The term "design strategy" is used to mean a list of actions taken by a designer (Jones, p75), or by a planning team, in order to transform an initial brief into a final design. The team is to consist of various individuals such as engineering, marketing, manufacturing, advertising and other personnel that may come to mind who would be of help in the dimensioning and influencing of the design. The actions of which a design
strategy is composed can be decided at the outset or they can be changed according to the results of previous actions. Each "design action" can consist of whatever the designers chooses. Some actions will be new methods, and some will be traditional actions like sketching or scale drawing, while others may be novel procedures that the designers invent for themselves.

When a design method is, by itself, sufficient to solve a design problem, it is called a "strategy", but most of the new methods are insufficient to do this and are classified here as actions out of which complete strategies can be composed. The analogy with military strategies can be misleading so it is best to think of a design strategy simply as a list of the methods that one intents to use.

It is helpful to classify design strategies according to two criteria (Jones, p76):

a-) The degree of pre-planning
b-) The degree of search

Pre-planned strategies are rigidly fixed in advance just like computer programs. They are more suited to familiar than to novel situations, i.e. to assembles or to modifications of existing designs rather than to the invention of new products which is actually been done at a very high rate in Turkish manufacturing firms. Although practicing designers may be unwilling to admit it, much design work follows a predictable pattern and is therefore capable of being done by a computer. Ideally a pre-planned strategy is linear, being composed of a sequence of actions. Each action is dependent upon the output of the last but must be independent of the output of later stages, (fig. 2.3.a.)

If an earlier stage has to be repeated after the output of a later stage becomes known the strategy becomes cyclic. Sometimes there will be two or more feedback loops nesting inside each other, as in figure 2.3.b.
This pattern of loops is typical of many computer programs. It resembles progress in a game of snakes and ladders in which there are no ladders but only snakes. The designer’s main enemy is the endless loop or “vicious circle”, out of which he cannot break unless the pattern of the problem is changed. When design actions are wholly independent of each other a Branching Strategy, Fig. 2.3.c., is possible. This can include parallel stages, which have the great advantage of increasing the number of persons working on the problem at one time, or alternative stages which allow some adoption of strategy according to the outcome of previous stages.
Adaptive Strategies, figure 2.3.d, are those in which only the first design action are decided at the start. The choice of each action thereafter is influenced by the outcome of the previous action. This is, in principle, the most intelligent strategy in that the search pattern is always being guided by the best available information. The disadvantages are that of being unable to predict or to control design cost and design time. Many people prefer to use an Adaptive Strategy because it gives full scope to the human (or animal) ability to act correctly on impulse. A reliable but modest version of adaptive search is the Incremental Strategy, Fig. 2.3.e. This conservative strategy is the basis of traditional designing, particularly in craft-based industries, and is also the basis of many procedures for automatic optimization (Wilde, 1964).

Fig. 2.3.c. Branching strategy
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A completely unplanned strategy, known as Random Search, figure 2.3.f, is in some cases the best policy.

![Diagram of Random Search]
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Figure 2.3.f Random search

This seemingly unintelligent strategy is appropriate when it is required to find many starting points for independent searches over a wide area of uncertainty. Each step is chosen in deliberate disregard of the outcome of the others so as to make the search as unbiased as possible. The principle of random search underlies such procedures as method 1.3.4. Brainstorming, and is applicable to novel design situations in which it is unwise to dismiss any proposed solution without further information, e.g. the search for ways of using a new synthetic material. It is interesting to notice that a “random number generator” is an essential component of most attempts to make intelligent machines.

Adaptive and incremental strategies are intended to permit varying degrees of change in the pattern of search while it is taking place. Strategy Control Methods, or self-organizing design systems, *Strategy Control Methods*, or self-organizing design systems, figure 2.3.g, are meant to evaluate strategy as whole in relation to external criteria and to the partial results of the strategy itself.
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Figure 2.3.g Strategy Control

This aim is to ensure that strategies are continued, in the face of difficulties, for as long as they hold promise, but that they are altered or abandoned when they cease to match the external situation.
PART 3
CASE STUDY OF A BICYCLE

3.1 Problem Statement
A great variety of bicycles are used to mobilize people. As a result of manufacturing and production processes by artisans, and small series, these vehicles are usually not so much of a comfortable design.

The Bicycle project aims at developing a new generation of mobility for the Turkish industry, which are characterized by an attractive appearance and optimal functioning. The products will be manufactured in series for an international market, but at the most to be involved in national sales. In the bicycle project, the development of mobility aids for the functions of cycling will be a dominant point in the construction of the bicycle design. The target group was mature men and women. The product is characterized by a neat-like appearance that provides the user with a comfortable ride. They will be used in and around the city for relatively short or long and bumpy distances.

Based on the information available and the choices made, a list of requirements was drawn up. The requirements have been ordered on the basis of a "process tree". In this tree the different processes in the life cycle of a product have been established on the basis of creativity, divergence transformation and convergence. The list of requirements has been formulated as operationally as possible. Besides general requirements for the series, specific requirements per product have been given in an essential way by the use of a schematic diagram in order to see the future tasks that will be done. (Figure 3.1)

Since the product aims at the global market, it must satisfy international standards and guidelines in the categories of "products for the human being". Besides general requirements already mentioned, good driving characteristics, safety and comfort are special importance for mobility aids.
3.2 Analysis

To determine which product series was to be developed for the function of cycling, the needs for mobility were analyzed. Different needs arise from the combination of mobility functions and the abilities of the human body.

3.2.1 The Human Engine

The human engine is similar to a combustion engine requiring a continuous supply of oxygen and fuel to maintain its efficiency (Ballantine, p18). It works most effectively when the power output and oxygen intake are balanced. Working the body too fast causes panting; running it over-hard causes waste by-products to accumulate in the muscles, which leads to pain and cramps.
The arm muscles both help to control the bike and to move the body position back and forth over the handlebars. Avoiding locking of elbows straight—bending them helps absorb any road shocks at a limit. Back muscles, which are the back and stomach muscles, are not directly employed in pedaling, but operate in equilibrium to keep the upper head positioned, and the chest open. Lower back muscles are not fully exercised. The thigh muscles are the largest and most powerful muscles that the cyclist utilizes. In the thigh the quads and the hams work in harmony to drive the pedals around the bike forward. As the quads are pushed down with the quads at the top of the thigh and the leg extended, the hams underneath contract to bring the leg back up to complete the circular pedaling motion. Strain can occur if unnecessary force is applied by having the saddle too high and over stretching the quads, or too low and over contracting the hams. In the lower leg, the gastrocnemius (calf muscle), is connected to the thigh bone behind the knee and the Achilles tendon above the ankle. Upper and lower leg muscles lever and pivot through the knee. Pedaling at an aerobic cadence or 80 rpm (revolutions per minute) bends and extends the knee 4,800 times an hour. Strain occurs if a knee is pulled out of its vertical plane or if the pedal twists the foot out of its natural alignment with the knee. (Figure 3.2.1)
3.2.2 Sizing

One of the most important features is how the bike fits the rider. Performance, comfort, and the risk of injury can be affected by variations, sometimes as little as 5 mm in the riding position, so it has to be meticulous about establishing the bike size and the cycling position. The method for doing this are well founded, although not infallible. Physically the human being is unique, for this adjustment should be made for oneself own physique and type of riding. (Figure 3.2.2.)

**SADDLE HEIGHT:**
The formula for the height is:
Inseam leg length \( \times 0.885 = \text{Distance between the top of saddle and center of bottom bracket axle.} \)

**TOP TUBE CLEARANCE:**
The combined top tube and the stem length should ideally position the handlebar so that in a normal riding position the front hub axle is blocked from the view by the handlebar.

**CLEARANCE:**
Clearance between crotch and top tube of 2.5 cm on touring bikes 6 racing and 7.6 or more for mountain or hybrid bikes.

**SEAT POST:**
Exposure should be 8.9-12.7 cm for racing, 7.6-10.2 cm for touring, and 15.2-20.3 cm for mountain rides.

**SEAT POST:**
These range from 68°-75° with 72°-74° most common.

Figure 3.2.2. Sizing
3.3. Design Specifications

Based on the information available and the choices made, a list of requirements was drawn up. The requirements have been ordered on the basis of a “process tree”. In this tree the different processes in the life cycle of the product have been established on the basis of the main processes of production, distribution, use by riders, and disposal. The list of requirements has been formulated as operationally as possible. Besides general requirements for the series, specific requirements per product have been given.

Since the product aims at the global market it must satisfy international standards and guidelines in the categories of “products for the adult user aimed to be produced by the Turkish industry”. Besides the characteristics already mentioned, good driving characteristics, safety and comfort are of special importance for mobility aids. It was decided to attune the necessary investment and manufacturing techniques to a total series of 5000 pieces.

Furthermore, the product must of course meet a number of objectives which apply to every product such as, “standardization of parts and materials” and “minimal dimensions at transportation”

3.4. Imaging

The product series must be attuned in major to the Turkish users but also including international riders since exporting the goods still gives an importance. To gain a better insight into what this actually means, literature on “bicycles” was studied and semantic features of bicycles were analyzed. For adults the phrase was to include each age-group of teen-agers. Semantic features with regard to form, color, and tactile characteristics of bicycles were related to the riders concept of looking upon the word bicycle.
3.5. Conceptual Design

In generating concepts, use has been made of a method developed. The core of this method is that a number of different abstraction levels is passed through systematically, during which on each level as many alternative design proposals as possible are generated.

To be able to work in the proper proportions of adult's body measurements, and to gain a good image of the combination of user and product, all positions are visualized with the help of standards.

Although the entire product series has been elaborated into concepts, only the further development of the “standard use” of a cyclist will be described.

First, solutions were generated in which only the place of the different “elements” varied in respect to each other. The elements are the supporting surfaces and different types of wheels also including different types of frame structures and different combinations were done. On the basis of the product image and functional aims, such as maneuverability, stability and drive, a configuration with a choice between an amorph type of bicycle or a mostly industrial type (that could be manufactured at minimal cost). The combination may also be diverged to a design with use of a shock absorber or even it would be able to play with the general structure of the sitting culture. The concept was to change the sitting position of the regular bicycle to a position of the recumbent bicycle.

This so-called “topological” solution principle then functioned as “carrier” for the development of different “types” of solutions. As many solutions as possible were generated with the help of sketches. Three solution types could be distinguished:
“amorph construction”, “tube-like construction”, and “shock-absorbing construction” (Figure 3.5).

These solution types are not only concepts, but images of possible design directions. The visual image of the product is especially important in this phase. Solution types, however, should be realistic in a technical sense too.
The design that was approached was a “bicycle” but it was right to take the design concept not only as a two wheel convenient but much to be a design of a two wheel human-powered vehicle. Therefore at this phase (creativity block) it was thought to change (provocation) the sitting position to a position of a human sitting in an automobile (Figure 3.5.b). This position would be more comfortable than regular sitting positions. The name for this sort of bicycle is “recumbent”.

![Figure 3.5.b Change of regular sitting position](image)

Human-powered vehicle (HPV) designs vary according to function and purpose (Ballantine, p128). A cyclist who averages 30 km/h on a conventional racing bike will increase to around 35 km/h in this type of design. The designs embrace a range of objectives: greater speed, better handling, more powerful braking, larger cargo space, greater comfort and safety, and weather protection. The design varies, but improving the performance by reducing aerodynamic drag is usually paramount. At 32 km/h, a conventional bicycle and rider displace some 1,000 lb. of air a minute, work which accounts for about 85% of a rider’s energy output. Most HPVs are recumbents, for their smaller frontal area reduces drag by about 25%.

A recumbent is easier to fit with a full-length fairing that smoothes air flow and can cut drag by up to 80%. Maintaining 32 km/h on conventional bike requires a strong rider capable of steady ¼ horsepower output; on a street HPV with a body shell, half the effort, 1/8 horsepower, is needed. Recumbent also score on concerning powerful
braking because of better weight distribution and/or a lower center of gravity. The net effect inspires confidence, and results in better riding.

The concept to be used was decided with the help of the research on primary school students. One primary school student (child creativity) came out with an idea of a bicycle looking like a limousine (Figure 1.2.1)

"I want to my friends ride with me"

"I want it to be as big as a limousine"

Figure 3.5.c Concept of a child

Out of a variety of models and sketches (figure 3.5.d) the project began to get its final shape and came to a solution of a design.

Figure 3.5.d Ideas of a recumbent
Figure 3.5.d Ideas of a recumbent
Figure 3.5.d Ideas of a recumbent
Figure 3.5.d Ideas of alternative bicycles
Figure 3.5.d Ideas of alternative bicycles
Figure 3.5. Ideas of alternative bicycles
Below the final structure of the bicycle is included (Figure 3.5.e).
Figure 3.5.e Final Structure of the Design
The project's idea was to have the rider (cyclist) in such a position that it would be more comfortable than the regular cyclist position. In the above (figure 3.5.d) there are certain pre-works on the bicycle. There are certain designs that have been used to be a step for the final structure. The first designs had problems like, cost, assembly, manufacturing etc. were used to get more of the design. It was changed with the use of low cost material structure. The bar that is in the middle could be manufactured from both an aluminum or iron material. The structure is open for both materials. Mounting the components one to one is easy like and done with respect to the regular bicycle. Other elements have been included, like the baggage, and a spare component that could be used to mount on the bicycle for other friends of the owner to ride with the cyclist. So this might be an advantage for a two-rider cycling.
They are then placed in a jig which holds them at the correct angle. Then the joints are connected by TIG welding, fillet brazing, or lugs.

Because the tubes move slightly during welding, the frame isn't constructed all in one step. Here you see the front part of a frame (Top tube, Head tube, Down tube). By relieving any tension which would be formed by this movement, the frame will not crack years later.

This is the main triangle of a bicycle. At this point, it is aligned to .003" to .000". A very true frame rides like no other. Truing at this point without chain stays and seat stays allows the seat tube to be moved side to side without putting stress on the seat stays. The center line of all the tubes is aligned with the drive side face of the bottom bracket. Notice the long head tube: This is so an accurate reading can be made if the bicycle is very small.
At this point the rear triangle is assembled and aligned to the main triangle. Brazons are installed and headset reinforcing collars are silver soldered on to the head tube.

The last of the many alignment checks is done before painting.

The finished frame set with carbon fork and Chris King headset. The frame is finished in the customer’s choice of Dupont Imron.

The bare frame is coated with a rust inhibitor, premiered with an epoxy paint, sanded, color coated, baked, decals attached, and clear coated three times over the decals and once over the entire frame set. Then it is baked again. The last step is an internal rust proofing.
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APPENDIX B

Bültenin altındaki şekilde belirtilen bir sistemde kullanılan "kangal konu" sebile yeğenlerin direkleri üstüne yerleştirilmesi geçerli. Hydraulik sistem en iyisi kimliği ve metaller halden çekerken bir delik sistem üzerinde yer almak için düşünülmüştür. Kısacası, bir bobin.
Büyük ve küçük yastıklar ile alınan hukuki belgeler (loctite) ile model. Üzeri bir yedek kaydeden saklanmak üzere görüldüğü gibi, desen detaylı olarak alınmalı ve jederksam kaydeden arkaçam bir desen ve bir detayda kesinlikle dokunulmaz olarak tutulmalı.
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